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THE GOLDEN AGE OF ROMAN HELVETIA
H. Dwight Page

Any traveller who had visited the region of present day Switzerland in the first
century before Christ and who could have returned there three centuries later at the end
of the second century of the Christian era would have been astonished by the differences
between the two periods. 1 Whereas the pre-Roman country of the Helvetii had been a
vast forest whose inhabitants had lived in rudimentary hilltop oppida and had spent their
lives hunting, fishing and tilling the soil of small farms, the Roman province of Helvetia2
in the third century after Christ was a prosperous nation whose citizens lived in three
large beautiful cities-Colonia Iulia Equestris (Nyon) on Lake Geneva, Augusta Raurica
(Augst) on the Rhine and Aventicum (Avenches) near Lake Murten-and in numerous
small yet equally beautiful towns (vici) and who spent their lives practicing sophisticated
trades, crafts and commerce, constructing graceful private homes and public buildings,
and cultivating the fertile lands of hundreds of large private estates.
The growth of the Roman Empire improved considerably the quality of life in
Switzerland. The Roman system of great estates contributed to the clearance of large
previously forested tracts of land for agricultural purposes and yielded a far greater
variety of agricultural products (Latouche 86). The new refined Roman standards of
living brought to Helvetia taste, culture and a deeper intellectualism, as well as a higher
degree of urbanity and humanity (Moore 252). Most importantly, the Roman Empire
possessed an incredible unprecedented capacity to foster corporate civic strength and
social discipline coupled with tolerance for social diversity and international unity. The
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Emperor Augustus was keenly aware of his role as the supreme protector of this
international order. In the Res Gestae Divi Augusti, his testament written by himself,
Augustus candidly summarized his impressive accomplishments through the Roman
Empire. Referring to Europe, Augustus testifies, "I restored peace to the Gallic and
Spanish provinces and 1ikewise to Germany. I caused peace to be restored in the Alps"
(Lewis ii, 17).

The preservation of this extraordinary peace was guaranteed by the

skillful disposition of the Roman armies around the Empire's borders. 3 The Romans
accorded to Helvetia an especially high degree of security and protection, for two-thirds
of the entire Roman army, fifteen legions, were stationed along the Rhine and the
Danube.

Indeed, throughout the Empire's history, the Roman government valued

Helvetia as the principal buffer state between Italy and the unruly tribes of Germany.
By the efforts of Vespasian, Titus, Domitian and Trajan, a series of fortified cities and
castles (castra) were built along the Rhine and the Danube, and a series of fortified posts
with a continuous wall of earth and stone (limes) were constructed between those two
rivers, for the protection of the Gallic, Helvetian and Rhaetian provinces. Thereafter
(100-260 A.D.) Gaul, Helvetia and Rhaetia were transformed into lands of peaceful cities
and country villas.

The Roman Conquest
The Roman conquest of Switzerland was a gradual process, passing through four
phases: Julius Caesar's conquest of the Helvetii; Augustus' campaign against the
Rhaetians; the campaign of Claudius; the rebellion of the Helvetii in 69 A.D. At the
time of its initial contact with the Romans, the region of Switzerland was inhabited
exclusively by Celts, grouped into three nations (the Raeti, Gaesatai, and Helvetii) and
six independent tribes (McCracken 20). The most famous episode of Swiss ancient
history is the emigration of the Helvetii in 58 BC and their attempt to resettle in
southwestern France. Other Germanic tribes were pressing upon the Helvetii and had
made them so uncomfortable that they had decided to seek new homes farther west. This
Helvetian exodus was repulsed by Julius Caesar at Bibracte in 58 BC. Thereafter the
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Helvetians were reestablished in their original territory north of Lake Geneva and
recognized as an independent nation whose sole responsibility to Rome was to prevent
the Germans from infiltrating south of the Rhine. Caesar further established the two
Roman colonies of Colonia Iulia Equestris and Augusta Raurica to organize and to protect
this Helvetian defensive zone.
However, Switzerland was not truly assimilated into the Empire during this initial
phase. The genuine Roman era of Swiss history began only in 15 BC with the campaign
of Augustus' sons-in-law, Tiberius and Drusus.

In that year these two generals

conducted an extensive campaign against the Rhaetians; the result was the conquest of
the Rhaetians and the envelopment of the Helvetians' territory. In addition, in order to
secure their communications with the Rhine, the Romans constructed during this Rhaetian
campaign the three towers of Filzbach, Strahlegg and Biberlikopf. These were the first
significant Roman military structures in Switzerland. The tower of Biberlikopf was
particularly impressive. It commanded a view of the entire canton of Glarus and was still
in use by the Allies during World War II (Ducrey 56). About the same time, between
25 and 7 BC, the four tribes of the Valais-the Uberi, Seduni, Veragri

and the

Nantuates-were conquered; their conquest is recorded on the monument erected in 6 BC
by Augustus at la Turbie above Monaco. In 22 BC Augustus had also reorganized Gaul
into three provinces: Aquitania, Lugdunensis and Belgica. Belgica included fifteen Gallic
nations to the west of the Jura and two Gallic nations to the east, the Rauraci and the
Helvetians. The Helvetians' territory, the Swiss plateau, was administratively a part of
the province of Belgica, whose governor resided at Trier, but on the military level, the
Helvetian territory was under the auspices of Germania superior, a defensive zone
covering the upper course of the Rhine (Ducrey 60).
The third phase of the Roman conquest was marked by the separation of the
Valais from the province of Rhaetia by Claudius in 43 BC, and its annexation to the
newly created province of the Alpes Graiae et Poeninae. At this time the Valais region
was further assimilated into the Empire by the elevation of its capital Octodurus
(Martigny) to the level of forum and by the elevation of the Great Saint Bernard road to
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the level of an imperial highway, designed to accelerate transportation between Italy and
Britain, where Claudius was undertaking a major campaign. At this time the region of
Switzerland lay officially within five Roman provinces: Narbonensis, Alpes Graiae et
Poeninae, Raetia, Italia and Belgica (Walser 11). In this article, we are concerned
principally with the Romanization of the Helvetian territory within the province of
Belgica.

This region comprised about half of the territory of modem Switzerland,

specifically the area of the Swiss plateau between Lake Geneva and Lake Constance.
The fourth and final phase of the Roman conquest of Switzerland was catalyzed
by the great rebellion of the Helvetii against Roman rule in 69 AD. After the fall of
Nero in 68 AD, the powerful Roman army of Germany proclaimed its leader Vitellius
Emperor and marched upon Rome in two columns, one through Gaul, the other through
the Swiss plateau.

The Helvetians, partisans of Vitellius' rival Galba, intercepted a

regiment of Vitellius' army en route to Pannonia to enlist support among the legions there
for Vitellius' cause. This was the pretext used by Cecina, the commander of Vitellius'
army passing through the Swiss plateau, to justify the destruction of the Helvetian
countryside. During this Helvetian insurrection, thousands of Helvetians were put to
death or sold as captives. Most Helvetian towns were destroyed. The Helvetian capital
· Aventicum was spared only because it submitted to Cecina without resistance. Tacitus
tells us that one of the Helvetian ambassadors, Claudius Cossus, managed to arouse the
pity of the Roman soldiers, "who were moved to tears and granted impunity to the city"
(Ducrey 61). In fact, Aventicum owed its salvation to the diplomacy of the Helvetian
ambassadors to Vitellius himself at Lyon (Meyer, Altenum 30). This Helvetian revolt
was typical of the frightful disorganization of th~ Roman political and military system in
Europe upon the fall of the Julio-Claudian dynasty in 68 AD. Yet, miraculously, there
were no further disturbances of the peace in western Europe until the Alemannic invasion
of Switzerland in 259 and the Frankish invasion of Gaul in 260 AD. During this long
interim of peace the Helvetians remained loyal supporters of the Roman government and
ardent admirers and emulators of Roman culture.
The Helvetian rebellion of 69 AD testifies to the unquenchable thirst for
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independence which has been the hallmark of the Swiss since the arrival of their Celtic
and Helvetian ancestors in the Alpine region more than two millennia ago. How do we
reconcile this desire for independence with the apparent ease with which the Helvetians
accepted assimilation into the Roman Empire? There seem to be three explanations. The
natural propensity of the Gallic tribes and the Helvetians for freedom was checked by the
proximity of the powerful Roman army of the Rhine, which intimidated the neighboring
peoples. Secondly, the advantages of Roman culture were obvious to all who came into
contact with it, and these overcame the Helvetians' initial reluctance to accept Roman
hegemony.

The Roman annexation of Switzerland was in fact a blessing for its

population. It protected the Swiss communities for centuries from the violence of the
wild Alemanni, and it produced an organized civic administration and an unprecedented
level of economic prosperity in the region. Thirdly, the Roman system of "imperialism"
permitted an unusually high degree of political autonomy for the various subjugated
peoples, with the local government left in the hands of local politicians, with a minimum
amount of interference from the authorities in Rome (Meyer, Altertum 51).

Characteristics of Roman Helvetia
The case of the Helvetians' assimilation to the Roman political and social system
is especially interesting. Until the rebellion of 69 AD the Romans accorded them a great
deal of political autonomy.

They enjoyed self-government and the right of regular

political assembly at their capital Aventicum, although their independence was somewhat
tempered by the presence of Roman military garrisons at Nyon and Augst. Their duties
consisted principally in paying their share of the yearly tribute levied from Gaul, in
watching the German frontier and submitting to small duties imposed upon their
commerce; for the rest they were free to own their land and to keep their national
customs. According to Mommsen, they possessed during this early phase of the Roman
occupation the highest degree of liberty possible under the circumstances. In addition,
as a member of the sixty-four Gallic tribes, the Helvetians were animated by the spirit
of fraternity uniting the general Gallic nation, expressed at the annual meeting of the
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Gallic tribes in Lyon to elect the priest of the three Gallic provinces and to discuss affairs
of common interest.•
After 69 AD the Helvetians experienced a strange regression in the realm of their
civil rights. The new Emperor Vespasian elevated the Helvetian capital Aventicum to
the level of a genuine Roman colony and imported there numerous veterans from the
Roman legions. This change was ostensibly designed to improve Aventicum's legal
status and to reconcile the Helvetians, recently humiliated during the troubles of 69, with
the Roman government. Aventicum's new legal status as a Roman colony in fact reduced
the Helvetians' civil rights. According to Vespasian's new laws, Aventicum's citizens
were classified into two groups, the coloni and the incolae. The coloni were members
of the Flavian Roman colony and former veterans of the legions; the incolae were the
original Helvetian inhabitants of the city before the colony's establishment. Vespasian's
government further accorded to Aventicum the status of a city with Latin rights. There
were three municipal ranks in the Roman Empire at this time: the city with Peregrine
rights, i.e. a city of non-Roman citizens; cities with Latin rights, in which the citizens
possessed certain civil rights but not the right to hold political office; and cities with full
Roman rights, whose citizens possessed full Roman citizenship as well as the right to
hold office. Most of the cities of the Roman Empire in the first and second centuries
after Christ possessed limited Latin rights. This was certainly the case of the majority
of the population of the Helvetian capital Aventicum.
While these three levels of civic status generally served as an incentive inspiring
the provincial population to strive to advance toward full Roman citizenship, in the case
of Aventicum, the hierarchy actually served as a barrier obstructing the social mobility
of the oppressed native Helvetian incolae. The Romans had inherited from the Greeks
the concept of the rightness and necessity of fixed social classes (Wallace-Hadrill 10).
The social hierarchy of Roman Helvetia certainly illustrated this concept. The coloni had
political rights and held offices in the local senate and magistracies. The incolae, on the
other hand, did not belong to the political community and did not participate in the
political affairs of the Roman Helvetian state. The political inferiority of the Helvetian
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incolae was further marked by the extension of the jurisdiction of the foreign colonis'
government to the entire Helvetian territory (civitas). In other words, by settling Roman
veterans and governors in Aventicum, Vespasian was effectively placing Helvetia's
central government into the hands of foreigners.
This situation of political inequality was preserved through the agency of the
original Helvetian aristocracy. Contrary to the popular myth of Celtic and Germanic
freedom and equality, in pre-Roman Gaul, the Celts and Helvetians had their own social
hierarchy. It was the Roman custom to assimilate this original native hierarchy as much
as possible into the new imperial government.

The Helvetian aristocrats actually

preferred limited Latin rights to full Roman rights, for these aristocratic Helvetian and
Gallic families profited from colonies with Latin rights, where the right of public office
was reserved exclusively for the upper classes. Full Roman rights, on the other hand,
would have resulted in the proliferation of Roman citizenship and the consequent
disintegration of the traditional Celtic aristocratic system (van Berchem 150).
However, in the midst of this social rigidity, these was a surprising amount of
social flexibility and mobility. An analysis of the methods whereby the underprivileged
classes of Roman Helvetia managed to exert political influence will provide fascinating
insight into the genesis of Switzerland's superbly efficient modem democracy. First, the
organization of the three Roman colonies in Swiss territory (Nyon, Augst, Avenches)
resembled more that of republican than that of imperial Rome. Like republican Rome,
the administration of each of the three Swiss Roman colonies governed not only the city
itself but also the surrounding territory.
democratic.

These governments were remarkably

At their head were two magistrates (duovin), reminiscent of the two

republican Roman consuls, elected annually by an assembly of the citizens.

These

duoviri had executive, legislative and religious powers. There were also duoviri iure

dicundo who held authority over judicial matters.

Several additional magistrates

performed various public functions. The aediles were responsible for the maintenance
of public order and the poli~e, the quaestors were responsible for the financial
administration, and the praefecti were responsible for the collection of taxes and the
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erection of public buildings.

Corresponding to the Roman Senate was the ordo

decurionum. The members of this assembly, the one hundred decuriones, were chosen
every five years by the duoviri from the city's civil servants. The decuriones held their
posts for life.

Like the Roman Senate itself, the ordo met at a curia, under the

supervision of one of the duoviri.

The ordo 's powers included the election of

magistrates, the delegation of honors and the supervision of all aspects of municipal life
(Ducrey 82-83). Clearly, this ancient Roman Helvetian state possessed the principal
attributes of the modem system of checks and balances.

It was certainly the most

efficient and sophisticated form of government Helvetia had ever seen, and it was a far
more democratic system of government than the enlightened Absolutism prevailing much
later in seventeenth and eighteenth century France, Germany and Russia.
While the original Helvetian incolae had only Latin rights and thus were not
permitted to hold offices in the above-described government of the Roman coloni, they
nonetheless did exercise more political power than the native populations of many other
Roman provinces. Indeed, these Helvetian incolae are distinguished from other Roman
provincials by their revolutionary acquisition of the right of assembly, free speech and
their organization into corporations (van Berchem 133).

In a sense, they were the

precursors of the modem labor unions.
Thirdly, although the Helvetians had to cede the central authority over their
country to the Romans upon the establishment of the new Roman constitution of
Aventicum, they received an extremely important compensation for their loss of
sovereignty at the national level. Ironically, through this process of Romani:zation of the
central government, the Helvetians were able to maintain and even to enhance the
autonomy of their numerous small towns (vlci). At the time of the Roman colony's
foundation at Aventicum, the ancient Helvetian tribes (pagi, Gaus) were dissolved and
replaced by these Romanized vici, as the administrative units of the province.

An

assembly of the inhabitants of each vicus elected for one year terms magistrates, known
as magistri or curatores, for the management of the local police, public works, finances
and religion.

These local assemblies had the additional power to pass local laws
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regulating all the above public sectors (Staehelin 233). This new regional organization
of the Helvetian civitas was an extraordinarily important event in the history of
democracy. There are no other examples of such a high level of communal autonomy
in the entire Roman Empire (van Berchem 139). Two great scholars of ancient Rome,
Staehelin and Vittinghoff, have both stressed the exceptional vitality of the political life
of the Helvetian vici. In the democratic administration of the ancient vici by the natives
themselves, we perceive the embryo of the contemporary Swiss KantlJnligeist, the
hallmark of Swiss democracy. By respecting and nurturing this strong Helvetian love of
freedom, Vespasian made one of the wisest diplomatic decisions of his reign and insured
a long period of cooperation between the Helvetians and the Roman colonists.
Clearly the foundation of the future system of democratic government was one
of the most significant Roman contributions to Switzerland. The science of law was the
bedrock of the Roman art of government, and jurisprudence has been called the "fine
flower of antiquity" (Wallace-Hadrill 12). The Roman judicial and political heritage has
profoundly influenced not only Switzerland but all of Western Europe as well as the
United States.

Another equally important Roman contribution to Switzerland was

urbanization and the architectural beautification of the country. The Helvetian capital
Aventicum was greatly embellished with splendid public buildings and works of art as
a result of its long connection with the Roman imperial family.

Shortly after the

improvement of the Great Saint Bernard highway in 40 AD by Claudius, the future
Emperor Vespasian, then commandant of a legion stationed at Strasbourg, advised his
father Flavius Sabinus to retire to Aventicum. When in 43 AD Vespasian left Strasbourg
to participate in the conquest of Britain, he left his young son Titus, another future
Emperor, in his father,-s care at Aventicum. Thus three generations of the Flavian
dynasty felt a close sentimental attachment to the Helvetian capital and regarded it, in a
sense, as their "hometown". After the suppression of the Helvetian rebellion in 69 AD,
Vespasian and Titus devoted much attention to building projects and architectural
improvements in Aventicum. Excavations of the site have discovered many remnants of
columns and buildings bearing the trademark of the Flavian architectural style.
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Urbanization flourished in Helvetia with the advent of the four Antonine
Emperors (Trajan, Hadrian, Antonius Pius and Marcus Aurelius) and the establishment
of the legendary Pax Romana. This Pax Romana owed its success to three factors: First,
the four Antonine Emperors were explicitly chosen for the throne by their predecessors
because of their exemplary services to the Empire; this non-dynastic meritocratic system
of succession was completely revolutionary during this era of hereditary monarchies and
guaranteed a series of able and illustrious Roman rulers (Moore 240). Secondly, the
highly stable and secure social climate resulting from the Antonines' excellent leadership
and military prowess in the defense of the Empire's borders favored the stimulation of
economic exchanges. International trade flourished as merchants travelled intrepidly
from one end of the Empire to the other. Thirdly, Caracalla extended full Roman
citizenship to all free men within the Empire in 212 AD, thereby abolishing the old class
hierarchy, removing the obstacles preventing the social mobility of the underprivileged

incolae, and creating an unprecedented level of unity and incentive for self-improvement
among the Empire's citizens. The importance of the Pax Romana lay in the fact that it
represented the end of civil wars and partisan politics within the Empire. Henceforth the
provincial governors had to render a strict account of their stewardship to their watchful
imperial master in Rome; honest and competent officials were rewarded by excellent
~alaries and a long term of office (Frank 33): "If a man were called to fix the period in
the history of the world, during which the condition of the human race was most happy
and prosperous, he would, without hesitation, name that which elapsed from the death
of Domitian to the accession of Commodus. The vast extent of the Roman Empire was
governed by absolute power, under the guidance of virtue and wisdom. The armies were
restrained by the firm but gentle hand of four successive emperors, whose characters and
authority commanded involuntary respect" (Gibbon, Ch 3, 35).
The principal consequence of the Pax Romana in Helvetia was the experience of
economic, social and urban development without precedent in the region's history.
Helvetia's social stability was so great during this period that the assassination of Marcus
Aurelius' son Commodus in 192 AD, occasioning great civil discord in Italy, was
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scarcely noticed north of the Alps. In fact, the succession of the disciplined Severan
dynasty after Commodus' death brought even greater prosperity to Helvetia than had the
Antonines. The rule of the Severan Emperors (193-235 AD) was advantageous to the
Helvetians. Their economic system, their road system, their system of public works and
the military defense of the province were all improved at this time (Meyer, Altertum 37).
When Caracalla accorded citizenship to all free men within the Empire in 212, Helvetia
was able to enjoy the highest level of social equality and political and economic
achievement it had ever known. The region was scarcely touched by the tumultuous
events on the Empire's borders throughout the second and during the first half of the
third century. Until 259 AD the Rhine fortifications remained impregnable, the conflict
with the Germans remained on the distant Danube frontier, and Helvetia' s tranquility
remained undisturbed.
Thus during the first two centuries of the Christian era the Helvetians were able
to tum their attention from the futile practice of warfare to the more docile arts of
agriculture, commerce and urban construction. It was during this long period of peace
that the peculiar Swiss propensity for technical perfectionism was cultivated and was
established as a cultural hallmark of the future Swiss state. Urbanization was the most
visible and tangible proof of Helvetia's profound Romanization. Before the Roman
conquest, neither Gaul nor Helvetia had known any real urban life. The original Celtic
people resembled their Germanic neighbors who, according to Tacitus, "did not like to
live in towns" (Germany 717). The oppida, with their political, religious and defensive
functions, were the closest thing in pre-Roman Celtic Europe to a genuine town. By
contrast, after the conquest, the Roman colonies of Nyon and Augst, founded in the
second half of the first century BC, quickly developed into thriving metropolises designed
upon the Italian urban models. The second century AD was the true golden age of
Roman architecture and urban planning in Switzerland. In the middle of that century,
circa 150 AD, there transpired a fervor of urban construction resulting in the complete
transformation of the Helvetian cities' external appearance.
Spacious symmetrical city squares, impressive temples, courtyards, and streets
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lined with colonnaded porticoes adorned Nyon, Augst and Aventicum (Meyer, Altertum
33). The surprisingly harmonious and homogeneous design of the buildings throughout
the Roman Empire was a consequence of the fidelity of architects everywhere in the
Empire to the concepts of Augustus' master architect Vetruvius, responsible for the
design of so many of the public buildings in Rome itself. Indeed, the Swiss cities of this
era closely resembled the urban ideals of the later Italian Renaissance, also deeply
influenced by Vetruvius. The construction industry profited immensely from all the
urban development programs. It was necessary to create a labor force to quarry the
stones, to transport them by river, to cut and to polish them, and sometimes to sculpt
them into monuments for the public squares and temples. The new brick and mortar
architecture, and the new tiled roofs, required the creation of specialized factories.
Provincial apprentices had to learn from Roman masters the new techniques of laying
mosaic floors and pavement stones, the application of stucco and frescoes, cabinet making
and the locksmith trade. Never had the profession of architect played such a vital role
in European life.
Romanization brought to the Swiss landscape three additional architectural
features: the aqueducts, the amphitheaters and the baths. The aqueducts were essential
elements of Roman culture and traversed the entire Empire. While the Swiss aqueducts
did not rival the gargantuan aqueducts of Spoleto, Italy; Saragossa, Spain; and the Pont
du Gard near Ntmes, France, the aqueducts of Nyon and Aventicum were nonetheless
highly effective, well designed structures. The aqueduct of Nyon was the most extensive
in ancient Switzerland, conducting water a distance of 12 km from the Divonne to Nyon
(Ducrey 71). The largest amphitheaters of Roman Switzerland were located at Augst,
Vindonissa, Avenches, Martigny and Berne-Enge. The amphitheater of Vindonissa,
measuring 110 m by 98 m, and that of Avenches, measuring 115 m by 87 m, were
especially impressive and rivalled in size and capacity the more famous amphitheaters of
Nimes, Orange and Verona. We have reserved for mention last the baths (thermae),
among the most ingenious of Roman architectural innovations. Even the most modest
baths of Roman Switzerland included the essential caldarium, tepidarium andfrigidarium.
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Almost every city and vicus in the region possessed such a bath. In addition, some of
the private country villas there were equipped with small scale baths. The Helvetian

thermae were especially remarkable for the ornateness of their ornamentation: floors
paved with marble, floors embellished with intricate mosaics, walls frescoed with richly
colored murals, often with a mythological motif, and a central heating system, consisting
of an oven located in the basement which diffused heat horizontally across the space
below the basement's ceiling, then vertically through pipes made of baked earth. The

thermae naturally became the most popular of all Roman innovations in Helvetia, and
their presence was an indispensable aspect of urban life everywhere in the country.
The Pax Romana was conducive not only to the urbanization of Helvetia. It was
also favorable to the region's economic development. The economic situation in Helvetia
and Gaul from the reign of Augustus until the end of the second century was
characterized by noteworthy equilibrium.

Under these favorable circumstances

commercial exchanges accelerated and wealth rapidly spread. Gaul was recognized as
the wealthiest province of the Roman Empire outside Italy. Lyon, only one hundred
miles from Geneva, was the largest and richest metropolis north of the Alps; the mint of
the western Roman Empire was located there (Mommsen 88). As Flavius Josephus
stated, "In Gaul the sources of wealth are at home and flood the earth with their
abundance" (Mommsen 106).

Helvetia fully partook of this general Gallic wealth.

Unusually magnificent country houses and estates were to be found in eastern Gaul,
western Helvetia and the Rhine valley. One theory which has been advanced to explain
the extraordinary prosperity of this particular region of Roman Europe is that the
proximity of the great Roman military camps along the Rhine provided an exceptionally
good market for the products of the Gallic and Helvetian cities and estates (Mommsen
102).

As in the political sphere, so in the economic realm the Roman government
allowed a high level of autonomy to the Helvetian and Gallic merchants and
entrepreneurs.

The Romans definitely favored the free enterprise system.

Thus

Helvetian merchants and artisans frequently organized themselves in associations, the
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precursors of the medieval guilds, which facilitated their daily business and rendered it
more efficient and profitable. Numerous inscriptions discovered in the excavations of the
ancient Helvetian cities and vici testify to the vitality of these embryonic trade unions.
The monetary system was much enhanced by the advent of the Roman Empire.
The amount of money in circulation before the Roman conquest was far inferior to that
which was circulating throughout Switzerland from the first century AD onward. It has
been estimated that the quantity of Roman coins put into circulation by the camp of
Vindonissa alone amounted to several million denarii (Ducrey 79). It was only beginning
in the second century AD that Roman coinage became recognized in Switzerland as the
only method of payment. The function of this imperial coinage was not limited to just
its economic uses: the dissemination of the Emperor's portrait, with mottoes such as Pax,

Concordia, Libertas and Spes stamped on the opposite side of the coin, served both to
remind the provincials of the Empire's prestige and to symbolize powerfully the
economic and political unity of the Empire's ethnically diverse provinces.
A very supple fiscal system procured the revenue necessary for the administration
of the Roman imperial state. The essential part of this revenue was derived from taxes
in coinage, delivered to the treasury in Rome in the form of a tribute imposed upon each
province and collected by provincial civil servants.

The central administration of

Helvetia's and Belgica's tax system was directed by the imperial procurator residing in
Tr~ves. Indirect taxes consisted mainly of customs duties. The Empire was divided into
customs regions, which were independent of the provincial administrative divisions.
Thus for purposes of tax assessment the western part of Switzerland was included in the
division of the three Gauls, while its eastern part was included in that of Illyricum. As
the Empire became more centralized under the Flavians, Antonines and Severans,
taxation was more and more managed by the imperial administration. The customs
offices were not located at the borders of the provinces, as they are today, but rather at
certain obligatory transport check points: bridges, mountain passes and unloading and
reloading docks. In Switzerland the Quadragesima Galliarum was collected at Zurich,
Tarniae-Massongex, near the St. Maurice Pass, and Geneva.
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reinforced with military security guards.
An additional important consequence of Switzerland's assimilation into the Roman
Empire was the rapid growth of its international import and export trade. Before the
arrival of the Romans, the Helvetian economy had been essentially domestic; after the
conquest Helvetia became increasingly aware of its international responsibilities. The
Italian deficit of wheat, a chronic problem in Italy after the end of the third century, was
compensated by the provinces. Gaul was the principal breadbasket of the Empire, and
neighboring Helvetia exported cereal grains to Italy.

The Roman government had

appointed a special official at Augst to manage the collection of the Helvetian wheat
supply for Italy. The other main exports from Switzerland were Alpine cattle, Alpine
cheeses, smoked and salted meats, com, the Rhine fish, wines, honey, wax, pitch and
pinewood. The Alpine provinces were renowned for their mineral wealth in iron, silver
and gold, and eastern Switzerland (Raetia) was valued for its timber; there was a regular
demand for its maple and larch in the Mediterranean provinces (Moore 238). Considered
as prized delicacies by the Roman patrician class were the mild Swiss Alpine cheeses and
the lake flounder and burbot from the Bodensee.
The new widespread wealth and the demand for foreign goods by the Roman
soldiers and veterans residing in Switzerland, who had developed a taste for exotic
products during their service in many foreign countries, created a market for numerous
imports into the country from abroad. Carpets, fabrics, perfumes, ointments, drugs and
spices were imported from the Orient.

Imports from southern Gaul and the

Mediterranean countries were particularly abundant. The discovery of thousands of
amphoras bearing Gallic, Italian, Greek and Spanish stamps indicates the widespread
consumption of Mediterranean wines and olive oils. These, along with the importation
of Mediterranean olives and salty fish-based seasoning, caused a revolution in the
Helvetians' gastronomic habits (Ducrey 78). An extraordinary vogue for Italian and
Gallic pottery spread through the country. The omnipresence of glasses, vases, bronze,
silver and golden objets d'art of Italian and Oriental origin proves that a market for
delicate precious works of art had developed in the region north of the Alps.
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This vibrant international trade stimulated the domestic economy as well.
Shipping and boat companies were organized for transporting goods from the Rhone to
the Rhine valley and vice versa. Naval bases and shipyards were constructed at Geneva
and on the Bodensee near Konstanz, and the great fleet of the Rhine visited regularly the
port of Basel.

Objects for daily use such as common pottery, fabrics, clothing and

agricultural tools were manufactured on the hundreds of farms and villas scattered across
Helvetia. In the cities, on the other hand, developed more specialized workshops and
craftsmanship.

In these urban workshops were created household utensils and

housewares made of iron, bronze, wood, glass, clay, gold, silver and ivory.

The

Helvetians were particularly renowned for their skill in the manufacture of ceramic
pottery. They had already excell~ in this craft before the Roman conquest; thereafter
they began to produce a new type of ceramics, based upon Italian models. The pottery
of Arezzo, the so-called terra sigillata, characterized by its red brilliantly varnished clay,
decorated with designs in relief, accompanied faithfully the Roman armies on all their
campaigns from the beginning of the reign of Augustus (Ducrey 77). This Arerzo style
was quickly adopted and copied by the Helvetian artisans. The manufacture of ceramic
pottery became one of the most important industries of Switzerland during the Roman
imperial period. For some Helvetian vici, notably Lousonna, the production of such
ceramics became the main activity of the artisanal community. The demand for this
Helvetian product remained consistently high until the barbarian invasion of 259 AD.
From the Romans, the Helvetians also learned the art of molding and casting graceful
statues and figurines of gold, silver and bronze. Some of these works such as the
Winged Victory of Augst, the golden bust of Marcus Aurelius and the Bacchus of
Aventicum, and the Mercury of Lousonna are regarded today as choice examples of
classical Roman sculpture.
This prosperity depended unfortunately upon the unjust exploitation of the poor
and the slaves. We have already drawn the reader's attention to the rigid hierarchy of
Graeco-Roman society, which was emulated by the Gallic and Helvetian aristocrats.
Slaves were ubiquitous in the Roman Empire. At the great slave market on the isle of
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Delos in the Aegean Sea 10,000 slaves were bought and sold per day (Kingsley 18). It
was common practice among the Romans to enslave the captives of conquered cities.
After the unsuccessful Helvetian rebellion of 69 AD against Vitellius, for example, many
Helvetians were sold into slavery. Julius Caesar casually mentions in De Bello Gallico
that the proceeds of a single Gallic town he had destroyed amounted to 53,000 slaves
(Moore 76). The sale price for an unskilled adult male slave was generally $35, for a
skilled adult male slave $85.
In Roman Helvetia the majority of the slaves originated from the Empire's
eastern provinces (Meyer, Altertum 35).

It was perhaps they who developed their

masters' tastes for Oriental luxuries. The largest slave population in ancient Switzerland
lived in Geneva, the most cosmopolitan of the ancient Swiss cities. However, slaves
were to be found in households throughout Roman Switzerland.

This fact · is

archaeologically proven by the presence of slaves' names in the Roman inscriptions
discovered everywhere in the country (Meyer, Altertum 36). There was also a large
population of former slaves who had been emancipated, the freed men. The ubiquity of
the freed men in Switz~rland is attested by the frequency of Roman inscriptions there
praising the divinity of the imperial family. Such laudatory inscriptions were generally
the creation of these freed men, to whom the Roman government gave special incentives
for the organization of such worship and special rewards for this patriotic service to the
Empire (Moore 79).
The prosperity of Roman Helvetia was greatly facilitated by the excellent system
of roads constructed by the Roman engineers. Although the Romans made far more
extensive use of waterways than is done today, they remain best known as history's
masters of highway engineering. This highway system made dramatic contributions to
the quality of provincial life in the Empire. The technical expertise of this era's road
construction was incomparable and has only recently been surpassed by the late twentieth
century system of multi-lane highways. The two outstanding characteristics of the Roman
roads were their directness and solidity. They were designed to convey the legions from
one point to another as rapidly as possible. Thus they were singularly straight and often
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crossed valleys on viaducts rather than following the slopes of the valleys' hills. The
width of these roads varied greatly: inside city limits they sometimes attained a width of
19 m, while the main highways had an average width of only 6 m (Meyer, Altertum
103). These highways were four feet deep, compounded of successive layers of gravel
and stone and cement, the whole paved with large blocks of stone closely fitted together
and cambered to carry off the rain. On such roads the couriers of the imperial post could
easily cover one hundred miles per day (Moore 218).
The three main imperial highways in Roman Switzerland were the highway from
Italy over the Great Saint Bernard Pass to Vevey, where the road branched northward to
Aventicum and Augusta Raurica on the Rhine; the southwest/northeast highway from
Geneva, via Lousonna, Aventicum, Vindonissa, Tenedo to the camps of the Upper
Rhine; finally the highway from Italy over the Great Saint Bernard Pass, via the north
shore of Lake Geneva, branching northward at Lousonna to the Jura Pass of Jougne
toward Gaul and Britain.

There were additional smaller vicinal roads, built and

maintained by the local vici. The Roman road system was densest in the regions of the
Vaud and Basel.
Among the most unique features of Roman road engineering in Switzerland are
the arrow straight highway across the Grosser Moos (Great Marsh) near the Bieler See,
where the road bed rests upon millions of posts driven into the mud; the highway tunnel
of Pierre Pertuis near Tavannes, with its Roman inscription describing the tunnel's
construction; the stretch of Roman road over the gigantic rocky gorge of Lovatanoaz near
Ste-Croix. In this latter case, the road bed was actually hewn out of the side of the cliff
and ruts hewn into the road bed to insure the safe guiding of wagon wheels. The Roman
bridges also played an important role in the Empire's road system. There were few
bridges built completely of stone in Roman Switzerland. A few possessed stone bridge
supports and a wooden superstructure, for example the Rhone bridge at Geneva, the late
Roman Rhine bridge at Kaiseraugst and the older Roman Rhine bridge at Zurzach. The
majority were built completely of wood, for example the Rhine bridge at Eschenz and
the newer bridge at Zurzach. At regular intervals along the imperial highways were
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located rest stations and inns, where horses could be changed and repairs made and food
and lodging were available (Meyer, Altenum 103-105). The Romanization of Europe
would have been unthinkable without this vast network of aqueducts, viaducts, roads and
bridges.
While the Helvetian government, architecture, economy, dress and household
furnishings were all thoroughly Romanized, there was no concomitant immigration of the
original Roman population from Italy into Helvetia. Only a small percentage of the
Helvetian population consisted of non-natives during the Imperial era, and the majority
of this foreign group were not true Romans.

In general, the Helvetian population

remained the same after the Roman conquest as it had been before. The Romanization
of Switzerland was a purely cultural process and not a racial integration (Meyer, 7.eit,
i 77). It is true that a few Roman businessmen and investors, such as Vespasian's father
Flavius Sabinus in Aventicum, did settle in Switzerland. However, it is extremely
difficult to find evidence of the presence of genuine Roman settlers in the country. For
example, there is not a single Latin inscription in all of Switzerland which was definitely
II

written by a true Roman colonist. All "Roman citizens whom we can identify in these
inscriptions were either definitely or probably native Helvetians or Rhaetians (Meyer,

Altenum 34). To be sure, there were settlements of foreign "Romans" at Nyon, Augst
and Avenches. These foreign colonists were limited to Roman officials, merchants and
veterans of the legions. Even in these Roman colonies, however, the native population
was not driven out. Rather, the natives' legal status was simply changed. The original
Helvetian population remained as either the servants or the free tenants of the land
claimed by the newly settled Roinan landlords. Moreover, we do not know for certain
the national origin of the colonists in Helvetia. Julius Caesar had recruited his legions
for the Gallic Wars in northern Italy and in Gaul itself, whose population was not Roman
but Celtic. In other words, the veterans residing in the Roman colonies at Nyon, Augst
and Avenches were probably members of Celtic tribes themselves. The same was true
II

of the "Roman soldiers at Vindonissa, where the Romans maintained a garrison from
9 until 101 AD (Meyer, Altenum 33). This phenomenon was characteristic of all the
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Roman provinces north of the Alps. Whereas the external appearance of Gaul, Helvetia,
Belgium, Holland, the Rhine region of Germany and Britain were all profoundly
Romanized, the number of real Roman colonists from Italy in these regions was actually
quite small.
The distinguishing ethnic characteristic of Roman Helvetia was the singularly
harmonious fusion of the new Roman mentality, life style and customs with the original
Celtic culture. Indeed, Roman Helvetia is one of the best examples of acculturation in the entire Roman Empire: the superimposition of the new culture upon the local
civilization was realized without serious antagonism and resulted in the creation of a new
hybrid culture whose unique feature was the combination of two complimentary elements,
the pre-existing sylvan Celtic culture with the newer more urbane Mediterranean culture
(Ducrey 66). This fusion of Roman and Celtic civilization was most pronounced in
western Switzerland where Romanization and urbanization were most intensive; Roman
influences upon the culture of eastern Switzerland were much less significant (Meyer,

Z.eit, i. 78). Nowhere in Switzerland did the old Celtic culture completely die out. The
survival of original Celtic cultural elements is observable at all levels of Helvetian life
during the Roman era. The poorer classes were less affected by Romanization than were
the Helvetian aristocrats. We have already drawn the reader's attention to the usefulness
of the Roman social hierarchy to the Helvetian aristocrats' preservation of their social
status. It was to the advantage of the wealthy Helvetians to adopt Roman laws and
customs. Consequently the homes and dress of the wealthier Helvetians appeared more
Roman than did those of their poorer compatriots. Helvetian aristocrats typically wore
-

the Roman toga in public, wore their hair short in the Roman fashion and adopted the
three names typical of the Roman citizen, for instance Gaius Julius Caesar. The more
humble Helvetians continued to wear the traditional Celtic long trousers, wore their hair
long and braided in the Gallic fashion and bore the single name typical of the Celtic
tribesman, for instance Troucates (Furger-Gunti 130).
Romanization never completely extirpated the solid Celtic foundation of Helvetian
society in other areas as well. Although Latin had become the official language of the
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province by the second century AD, Celtic continued to be the language used by the
people in their daily business, much as modern Swiss Germans use Hochdeutsch in
schools and offices but their own dialect at home and among friends.

Helvetian

craftsmanship continued to bear the trademark of the old Celtic style. Helvetian ships
and boats of the Roman period continued to have a definite Celtic look. While the
Romans preferred stone for construction, the Helvetians, long masters of wood carving,
continued to construct their homes and bridges entirely or partly of wood. 5 With the
exception of the major public buildings and the aristocrats' luxurious villas, strongly
influenced by Italian models, even the architecture of urban homes and apartment
buildings was not totally Roman but rather representative of the peculiar Gallo-Roman
style. The competition between Celtic and Roman artistic ideals can be further seen in
the interior designs of homes and villas.

Wall murals from the period represent a

mixture of the traditional Roman mythological motifs and the floral and botanical motifs
typical of mural painting in the Gallic provinces. In the same home was often found a
combination of classical Roman and Celtic painting, statuary and figurines.

The

archaeological find of statuary from the Roman period at Lindberg near Oberwinterthur
provides strong evidence of the fascinating coexistence of artistic principles from the two
cultures: here were assembled figurines of Celtic holy animals and symbols with statues
of Roman deities executed in the high classical manner (Furger-Gunti 147).
In the religious sphere the fusion of Roman and Celtic influences was especially
striking. While Helvetia's principal urban temples were designed in the strictly classical
style, with a rectangular stone building surmounted by a two-sloped tile roof, surrounded
by a colonnade of graceful slender Ionic or Corinthian columns, there have been
discovered in all the Helvetian urban centers the remains of square Gallo-Roman temples
surrounded by colonnades of sturdy stone or wooden columns. Moreover, even when
the temple was of purely classical design, sometimes the ceremonies inside were
dedicated to a local divinity.

The Helvetians, like the other Gallic tribes, did find

appealing and did adopt some of the Roman deities. Caesar tells us that Mercury was
the most revered Roman god in ancient Gaul (Furger-Gunti 137). The most important
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divine trinity in Helvetia was Mars, Apollo and Minerva, and proving the truth of
Caesar's assertion, Mercury seems to have been the Helvetians' favorite god. The cults
of Jupiter and Neptune were also widespread.

The new Roman was worshipped

alongside the old Celtic pantheon. Although ostensibly outlawed by Augustus, Tiberius
and Claudius, the Druids continued to practice their priesthood throughout the Roman era
(Furger-Gunti 135). In the same Helvetian villa could often be found the altar to a
Roman god alongside another altar to a local Celtic divinity. The principal Celtic gods
worshipped by the Helvetians were Epona, the equestrian goddess; the hammer god
Sucellus, often represented in bronze statuettes; the Helvetian god of war Caturix; the
goddesses Naria and Artio.

Each city also had its personal deity, for example the

goddess Aventia in Aventicum and the goddess Genava in Geneva.

The Helvetian

pantheon included as well the Sulevi: spirits which protected the home. In addition, the
Helvetians revered the sun, the moon and certain holy Celtic animals such as the stag and
the three-homed bull.
Surprisingly, in the third century AD, after nearly three centuries of Roman rule,
Helvetia experienced a renaissance of the old Celuc customs and religion. At that time
the Roman system of measuring distance in miles was renounced in favor of the former
Celtic unit of measurement in leagues. The former Celtic gods began to supplant the
Roman deities. And the production of the te"a siglllata, the Roman ceramics, which had
been such a vital part of Helvetian industry during the High Roman period, began to
yield to the original Celtic ceramic techniques. This strange resurrection of the old
customs in the midst of the new was catalyzed by the Alemannic invasion of 259.
Clearly the dreadful instability of this period generated among the Helvetians the
desperate need to find hope and security wherever they could. Apparently, the revival
of the old Celtic ways served to steady their nerves and to give them confidence in the
midst of this social chaos. When so seriously threatened, the Helvetians found solace in
the customs of their ancestors. Thus, although they were masters of diplomacy and
gentle imperialism, the Romans were never able to suppress the vitality of Helvetia's
original Celtic culture.

After coexisting peacefully with Roman culture for three
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centuries, it reasserted itself powerfully in the late third century and fused anew with the
culture of the Germanic invaders.

Lousonna
Thus far, we have provided the reader with a general survey of the salient
characteristics of Roman Helvetia. Let us now tum our attention to two specific cases
of urban life in this Roman province, Lousonna and Aventicum. We shall first consider
the example of Lousonna on Lake Geneva, an exemplary illustration of the extensiveness
of the Roman urban phenomenon in the smaller towns of northern Europe and also the
best urban example in Helvetia of the well balanced fusion between Roman and original
Helvetian cultural elements. The architecture ofLousonna's public buildings and private
homes represents exceptionally well the alliance of Gallic and Mediterranean traditions
(Sardet 63). These will be discussed in detail below. In addition, Lousonna's population
remained steadfastly loyal to its original Celtic customs, while gradually adapting them
to the new Roman life style. The great majority of the population of Lousonna consisted
of native Helvetians. The inscriptions found in the excavations of the vicus mention
almost exclusively Gallic names. Yet these proud Helvetians learned to appreciate the
advantages of Roman civilization. Their homes, furnishings, dress and food were a
fascinating blend of Celtic and Roman materials, objects, merchandise and works of art.
Continuing to revere the ancient Celtic deities such as Epona and Sucellus, they also
erected three sanctuaries dedicated to Mercury, two to Neptune, one to Hercules and an
impressive temple honoring Jupiter.
Unlike Helvetia's large cities, centers of political and military administration,
Lousonna owed its development and success to its economic vitality. Lousonna's ideal
geographical location quickly animated its economy.

The vicus was situated at the

unloading point on Lake Geneva for goods being transported between the Rhone and the
Rhine valleys. It was also at the crossroads of two of the major imperial highways
passing through Switzerland: the highway from southern Gaul to the Rhine camps passed
through Lousonna, and the highway from Italy branched northward at Lousonna toward
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the Jura and northern Gaul. The site of Vidy west of modem Lausanne was chosen for
the ancient vicus rather than modem Lausanne's harbor at Ouchy farther east, precisely
because it was at Vidy that the lake's flat coastline met the valley of the Venage, the
direct passage northward toward Lake Neuchatel, Gaul and the Rhine (Broise 606). The
native Helvetians, who had originally lived on the nearby hilltop oppidum, had soon
perceived that the city's future clearly lay on the lakeshore near the main transportation
lines, and so they moved the town's center to the port of Vidy. There is no doubt that
its proximity to Lake Geneva, one of the most frequently navigated lakes in the Roman
Empire, was the main factor determining the town's rapid economic growth. Waterways
were a cheaper, more convenient and more common means of transportation in antiquity
than were the roads (Paunier 49). Goods originating from Italy, Spain and northern
Africa destined for northern Europe were most cheaply shipped by boat via the
Mediterranean, up the Rhone to Geneva, then across Lake Geneva to Lausanne, where
they were transported a short distance overland to Lake Neuchatel, then via the Aar to
the Rhine. The Roman boats could navigate the Swiss rivers as far inland as Lake
Neuchatel, Bern and Avenches.

Along the way these Mediterranean goods were

delivered, in temporary relays, by powerful boat shipment companies: the na,utae

rhodanici took charge of the merchandise on the Rhone between Marseille and Lyon; it
was then relayed by the ratiarii superiores between Lyon and Geneva; at Geneva the

na,utae Lacus Lemanni received the merchandise and delivered it via the lake to Lousonna
and from there overland to the na,utae Aruranci Aramici at Yverdon, who ~en shipped
it across Lake Neuchltel and up the Aar to the Rhine (Paunier 49). Thus Lousonna
occupied a position at the heart of the transportation system linking the Mediterranean
and the Germanic worlds.
Under such favorable trade conditions, the vicus' economy flourished. Indeed,
the economic sector was more thoroughly Romanized than any other. After shipping and
international commerce, the town's principal activity was craftsmanship. The excavation
of smelteries and tools such as anvils, hammers and pliers, testify to the prevalence of
the bronze and iron industries here, while the discovery of numerous hand driven
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grindstones and bread ovens attests to the importance of bakeries to the city's daily life.
The urban design of Lousonna was completely Roman; its architecture was a
curious amalgam of Celtic and Roman traditions, one of the most outstanding examples
of the Gallo-Roman architectural style in Switzerland. The vicus covered an area of
twenty acres. It was one of Helvetia's "open" cities, lacking a wall. Under the High
Empire this privilege was a symbol of power and prestige, accorded to only a limited
number of cities (Paunier 53). Lousonna's defenseless situation also underscores the
extremely high level of security prevailing in Helvetia during the Pax Romana. The

vicus was originally located on the very edge of Lake Geneva. During that era the lake's
level was around 374 meters, two meters higher than today. The reader will recall that
Lousonna owed its origin to the reloading docks along the lakeshore. Three main streets,
all parallel to the lake, traversed the city from east to west.

The main street, the

decumanus maximus, was located about one hundred meters from the shore. These
streets were lined with porticoes in the Roman manner. Their width was 7 meters in the
district of the forum and 9 to 10 meters elsewhere. This considerable width permitted
chariots and wagons to stop to load and unload merchandise without disturbing other
vehicular traffic (Sardet 31). These east-west axes were linked by north-south alleys four
to five meters wide. The main streets in the business district were lined by oblong lots
about twelve meters in length.
Lousonna possessed a principal open forum as well as a secondary closed forum.
Toe decumanus maximus bisected the principal forum, at the center of which stood the
city's main temple, probably dedicated to Jupiter. The town's western section was
occupied by several large warehouses along the lake and a few suburban villas. Toe
principal forum lay at the eastern extremity of the vicus, the business section lay to the
south and east of this forum, while the main residential section lay to the forum's east
and north.

Unlike the huge apartment buildings of Ostia, the private residences of

Lousonna were either single family homes with a small backyard, or small one or two
story apartment buildings containing two to four family units each.

These latter

apartment complexes surrounded a central courtyard usually containing a well. The
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Lousonna:
the center of the vicus
1.
2.
3.
4.

Forum
Basilica
Temple
Baths

5.

Schola of the
Nautes

6.

Sanctuary with
Three Chapels
Quay
Hauling Ramp
Private
Residence
Warehouses
"Insula 10"
Treasure of
Vidy

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

"Map of Roman Lousonna"

Reproduced by Permission of Le Musee Romain de Lausanne-Vidy,
Lausanne, Switzerland.
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houses faced directly the street.
porticoes.

The facades of a few were adorned with covered

Through the reign of Augustus Lousonna's houses and buildings were

constructed mainly of whitewashed earth and wooden beams, covered with tile roofs.
These primitive structures were replaced in the third quarter of the first century by the
general use of masonry in construction (Paunier 51). Nonetheless, even these later more
urban stone buildings and residences continued to have a decidedly Gallo-Roman rather
than classical Italian appearance. Lousonna was too modest in size to maintain a theater
or an amphitheater. It did, however, possess small baths, a small aqueduct, numerous
sanctuaries and temples, as well as a major necropolis. Archaeologists speculate that the
inhabitants of Lousonna numbered about 2000 during the High Imperial period.
The vicus' most intensively Romanized structures were located in the
neighborhood of the principal forum.

Here, unlike in other sections of the city, the

streets were paved with smooth flagstones in the Italian manner. Two buildings deserve
our special attention. The temple of Jupiter in the forum's center was a singular edifice.
A square building (cella) surrounded on all four sides by a colonnaded portico, it was a
classic example of the Gallo-Rom~ sanctuary so prevalent· throughout the Gallic
provinces (Sardet 28).

Yet its impressive height of 15 meters and its ornate frieze

representing the gigantomachie (Jupiter's struggle with the Titans) were more typical of
the temples of classical Greece and Italy. In this sense, this particular temple is an ideal
example of the natural fusion of native and Roman elements which distinguished Helvetia
from other more architecturally orthodox Roman provinces.
The second building worthy of note was the basilica, forming the entire south
side of the forum. A classic example of a provincial public building whose architecture
was based upon the concepts of Vetruvius, Lousonna's bas_ilica was a massive three story
structure about 50 ft in height covered by a two _sloped tile roof. It was rectangular in
shape, 69 .5 m long by 17 m wide. Its height was equivalent to its width, which was less
than a third of its length. Thus the structure gave the impression of great order and
balance. A model of the superb quality of Roman architectural engineering, the edifice
rested upon foundation stones 9.3 m deep, and its back wall was supported by powerful
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buttresses.

Its exterior, like that of the aforementioned temple of Jupiter, was a

consummate example of the Gallo-Roman style; its interior was of purely classical
Graeco-Roman inspiration.

The interior was divided into two symmetrical naves,

separated by a row of eleven 9 m. high Ionic columns surmounted by Corinthian capitals.
At the western end of the nave three transversal columns identical to the others divided
the main hall from an enclosed room used as the meeting place for the municipal council.
To the ground floor of the basilica's northern facade were attached twelve shops
and offices. Along their facade a portico of Tuscan Ionic columns 3.40 m high supported
a tiled roof running the building's entire length. Immediately above the portico's roof
was a row of shuttered windows, providing light and ventilation to the shops below.
These shops jutted out about five meters from the northern facade and supported another
tiled roof running continuously along the building. At the second floor exterior level
beneath the basilica's main roof were located large square windows whose lintels were
supported by a series of protruding arches resting upon corbels which also supported an
exterior wooden fenced walkway. The basilica's timbered attic was used as a storage
room, and this walkway provided the only means of access to the building's upper
section. The large Second story windows illuminated the large interior nave. Thus the
basilica's second floor decorations were not only aesthetically pleasing, they also had
highly functional purposes. The arches, the walkway and the square windows ran around
all four facades of the basilica's second story. Surmounted by a classical modillion
cornice, they gave the entire structure an extremely symmetrical appearance.

This

monumental basilica was-by far the largest edifice in Lousonna and symbolized the
town's urban beauty.

It could be seen by boats far out on Lake Geneva and thus

conferred to the vicus great prestige (Sardet 26).
This basilica, dating from the reigns of Tiberius and Claudius, was the first
public building in Lousonna to be constructed entirely of stone, and hence is important
as a symbol of the second phase of the vicus' evolution during the Roman era, the phase
of the widespread use of brick, mortar and masonry in construction. This phase led
naturally to a more intensive Romanization of the vicus' architectural design. Thereafter,
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from the middle of the first century until the middle of the third, Lousonna developed a
marked Roman external appearance. The economic and architectural sectors of Helvetian
life were more thoroughly Romanized than any other. As mentioned earlier, however,
Lousonna was an interesting example of the fusion of all aspects of Roman and Helvetian
culture. In the architectural realm, traces of Helvetian architecture can be discovered at
Lousonna even during the High Roman period in the square rather than rectangular
shapes of certain buildings, in the use of wooden rather than stone columns in certain
porticoes, in wall frescoes with a floral or botannical Gallic motif rather than a Roman
mythological design, and in wood carving throughout the ·city bearing the unique stamp
of Helvetian craftsmanship.
The basilica was extraordinarily important to the vicus for a third reason: it
played the quadruple social role of court, commercial exchange, meeting hall and house
of worship. The room at the western end of the basilica's nave served both as a tribunal
and as the town council's meeting place.

The basilica's economic function was

emphasized by its location directly on the lalceshore docks and by the dozen shops
attached to its northern facade. An eastern wing attached to the basilica served as the

vicus' main religious sanctuary. This place of worship was designed as a temenos (a
sacred enclosure, somewhat like the House of the Tabernacle in Jerusalem), inside which
were erected small stone chapels. Several such chapels have been excavated, including
a room containing a statuette of Mercury, the protector of merchants and travellers, and
three tiny rectangular chapels in the temenos' center. The first and third were dedicated
to Neptune, protector of sailors, and the second chapel in the middle was dedicated to
Hercules, protector of merchants and navigators (Sardet 17-38). This temenos illustrates
perhaps better than any other structure in the city the successful adaptation of the original
Celtic modus vivendi to the new Roman way of life.
Unfortunately, several scholars have disparaged the vicus of Lousonna,
excessively stressing its second rate character and the rarity there of artifacts and
architecture from the High Roman period. The reader should remember three serious
counterarguments to these scholastic assertions denigrating Lousonna. Firstly, the size
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"Bronze Statuette of Mercury"
Reproduced by Permission of Le Musee Romain de Lausanne-Vidy,
Lausanne, Switzerland
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"Basilica of Lousonna (Interiors)"

"Basilica of Lousonna (Facade)"

Reproduced by Permission of Le Musee Romain de Lausanne-Vidy
Lausanne, Switzerland
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of the vicus and the full extent of its Romanization will always remain a mystery. One
theory proposes that the original vicus had numerous two-story apartment houses
(insulae).

The acceptance of this hypothesis would double Lousonna's population to

4000, the original figure of 2000 being based on the unjustified assumption that most
residences were only one story in height. In add~tion, so much of the property of ancient
Lousonna has been lost and vandalized over the centuries that it is impossible to
reconstruct exactly the vicus' landmarks and the complete contents of its original homes
and buildings. It is inappropriate to evaluate the scale of the vicus' wealth and artistic
refinement, using as evidence the pitiful ruins remaining today, representing only a tiny
portion of the vicus' true achievements.
Thirdly, the little which does remain at Lousonna-Vidy after two millennia of
outrageous neglect and vandalism should alert even the dullest reader to the magnificent
beauty of the vicus at the zenith of the Pax Romana. The domus housing the Roman
museum at Vidy is an example of the classical Italian villa, with a central atrium
surrounded by a symmetrical peristyle, several wall paintings and central heating. Such
residences are rare in northern Europe. The small stone fragments from the frieze of the
Temple of Jupiter, decorated with bas reliefs illustrating Jupiter's struggle with the
Titans, are most impressive (van Berchem 166-168). We must imagine this frieze's
grandeur when it was mounted intact in its original rightful place on the facade of the
forum's temple. In the Roman villa at nearby Pully, the large fresco illustrating a chariot
race is considered by real experts to be the most important Roman mural north of the
Alps. Even in its extremely faded condition, with a little imagination we can reconstruct
the painting in its original vibrant glory, rivalling the most glamorous murals of Pompeii.
In sum, the Romans' most salient contributions to Lousonna were the introduction
of brick and masonry; paved streets; central heating systems for some homes; impressive
and beautiful public buildings; murals and mosaics; bas reliefs and statuary of high
artistic worth; improvements in the iron, bronze and pottery industries; a just and
democratic municipal administration; the opportunity to participate in international trade.
Finally, Lousonna is a precious source of information about the extremely well balanced
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"Mural Painting of the Villa of Pully"
Reproduced by Permission of Le Mus~ de Pully,

Pully, Switzerland
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and successful fusion of ancient Celtic and Roman culture.

While the Helvetians

tenaciously maintained their language, names, clothing, foods, crafts, architectural
designs and religion, they gradually, willingly and subconsciously incorporated into all
these areas of their lives elements of Roman civilization.

Aventicum
Like Lousanna, the soul of the Helvetian capital Aventicum was profoundly
Helvetian.

Even after the immigration of the colony of Roman veterans, the vast

majority of the population remained Helvetian; inscriptions discovered there mention only
a very limited number of purely Roman names. The inscriptions indicate on the contrary
that the majority of the colony's magistrates bore Helvetian names (Ducrey 64).
Aventicum was not a military colony such as Nyon or Augst. Its function was primarily
to direct Helvetia's political, economic and cultural administration. Aventicum was
distinguished from Lousonna and the other vici by the fact that the Romanization of its
external appearance was more extensive than that of the smaller Helvetian towns. While
examples of Helvetian architecture did remain in the city even during the High Imperial
period, notably the Gallo-Roman temple known as La Grange du Dtme dedicated to
Mercury, and while numerous examples of Celtic crafts and objets d'art did abound in
homes here as in all the Gallic urban centers, Aventicum was by far the most Roman in
appearance of all the Helvetian cities. Because three generations of the Flavian dynasty
regarded Aventicum as a kind of home town, the Roman imperial house lavished funds
on the city in the last quarter of the first century for the purpose of urban renovation.
Consequently, there arose upon the site a city of stone and marble with vast colonnaded
public squares, broad streets paved with flagstones, imposing temples, theaters, basilicas
and baths constructed in the classical Roman manner, and interior public and private
rooms decorated with objets d 'an representing the finest Graeco-Roman style. To a
traveller visiting the city, its buildings would have appeared almost identical to those of
the Italian metropolises. Aventicum had a more marked classical Italianate look than any
other Romanized city north of the Alps, with the possible exception of Lyon and Tr~ves.
We know that Aventicum had a population of at least 20,000, although its true
population could have been much higher if we admit, as have archaeologists at Lousonna,
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"Reconstruction of the Eatem Gate of Aventicum"
Reproduced by Permission of Le Mus~ Romain d'Avenches,
Avenches, Switzerland

"Monumental Centre of Augusta Raurica (similar to center of Aventicum)"
Reproduced by permission of Romerstadt Augusta Raurica,
Augst, Switzerland
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that Aventicum could have had many additional second and third story residences which
have completely vanished. Old Aventicum occupied much more ground than modem
Avenches, with its population of only 3000. It lay on the plain to the east of the hill on
which the present city is located. Aventicum was a Roman boom town which took off
when Vespasian declared it a colonia in 71 AD and settled veterans there with land
grants.
Aventicum's urban design, like that of Nyon, was characterized by a
checkerboard pattern. The city's principal forum was located at the intersection of its
two main streets, the decumanus and the cardo maximus. This central forum was lined
on all four sides by colonnaded porticoes, giving access to shops, basilicas and temples.
Since Aventicum was the Helvetian capital, the forum also housed a curia for meetings
of the province's decurion. Thus this forum was the city's commercial, religious and
political center. More sophisticated than Lousanna, Aventicum possessed an underground
sewage system and was serviced by four major aqueducts. The largest of these were,
respectively, 5 km and 12 km in length and consisted of superstructures as well as
subterranean sections (Staehelin 462). Aventicum's golden age clearly corresponded to
the period of the Flavian and Antonine dynasties. Numerous coins bearing the stamps
of the Flavian Emperors, many Corinthian columns carved in the Flavian style and
several works of art and inscriptions honoring Trajan, Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius are
among the precious treasures excavated at the site.
We have already drawn the reader's attention to Aventicum's role as the political
center of Roman Helvetia, and we have emphasized the exceptionally democratic nature
of the Roman government there, especially at the level of the autonomous vici, unique
among the Roman Empire's provincial municipalities. In keeping with this democratic
tradition, there developed in Aventicum the most extensive network of scholae in Roman
Helvetia. These were the meeting halls of companies and craft guilds, and they were
concentrated around the city's two main Jori.

As at Lousonna, the vitality of these

organizations is attested by numerous inscriptions describing their activities. They were
heavily involved in the cult of the worship of the imperial house. The boatmen of the
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Aar built a schola at Aventicum expressly for this purpose. One of the most interesting
of these scholae was the union of Aventicum's medical profession with the teachers of
an institute of public education (Staehelin 484). Although Helvetia was not as famous
for education as Gaul, renowned throughout the Empire for its excellent teachers and
eloquent orators, this particular schola of doctors and professors does provide evidence
of at least one small university in the Helvetian province.
The most spectacular of all Roman public works in Switzerland is without doubt
Aventicum's extensive wall. 5.7 km in length, it boasted four impressive gates and 73
towers set at intervals of 70-90 m. The wall was 5 m high and its crenelations rose an
additional 2 m; its width was 2.40 m. A berm (2 m wide) and a ditch (3.8 m wide and
1.6 m deep) provided the wall with additional protection (Stillwell 131). Its monumental
east and west gates were especially striking. The east gate, flanked by two octagonal
towers, was among the largest built anywhere in the Roman Empire (Meyer Altertum
78). Ironically, the wall was not constructed for the purpose of military defense. At the
time of its construction, circa 70 AD, Aventicum was in no danger of attack by the
Germanic tribes, for the Empire's northern frontier had been pushed well beyond the
Rhine by the efforts of Augustus and Tiberius and was protected by the impregnable

limes. Helvetia had known relative peace since the campaign of Drusus and Tiberius
against the Rhaetians in 15 BC. Moreover, even Nyon and Augst, built expressly for
Helvetia's military defense, did not have a comparable system of fortifications. The
purpose of Aventicum's wall, like those surrounding Ntmes and Autun in Gaul, was
rather to firmly establish its political status and power within the Empire. The Flavian
dynasty had adopted Aventicum, and the great wall symbolized dramatically these
emperors' special patronage and the city's uniquely powerful influence in imperial
politics.
Aventicum's most impressive urban structures were by far its amphitheater and
the temple-theater complex known as Le Cigognier. Unfortunately only a sfogle column
of the original temple-theater remains standing, but the amphitheater remains virtually
intact and is one of the best preserved Roman monuments in Switzerland. In addition,
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it is the largest of the five Swiss Roman amphitheaters, and could once seat 8,000
spectators.
The legendary Cigognier column, described by Byron in "Childe Harold's
J

Pilgrimage," formed part of the portico of a huge sanctuary measuring 350 by 250 ft.
It consisted of a central temple set on a podium overlooking a spacious square courtyard,
itself surrounded on three sides by a walled double portico more than 24 ft high
(Szegedy-Maszak 55). The fourth side was closed off by a fence with a gate in its
center, to afford a view of the facade of the adjacent theater. The theater's center rear
wall was fitted with removable panels to provide a view of the temple. This theater
could hold 6,000 spectators and was even larger than the more famous theater of Orange·
in France (Staehelin 466). As at a similar complex at Augusta Raurica, this temple and
theater formed an architectural and functional unit. This harmonious ensemble permitted
the participation of a huge number of citizens in simultaneous theatrical performances and
religious ceremonies. The Romans integrated extensively the worship of their pantheon
into the daily routine of the conquered provincials. This combination of theater and
temple at Aventicum was therefore no anomaly but rather typical of the Roman modus

vivendi. The reader will recall in this regard the presence of the chapels of Mercury,
Neptune and Hercules in the midst of Lousonna's municipal commercial basilica.
One of the most significant Roman innovations imported to Switzerland were the
baths. The most ornate Helvetian baths were those at Baden, Augst and Aventicum. The
baths of Baden were the oldest and the most famous, having been described by Tacitus
in the first century (Staehlin 472). The largest Roman baths in Helvetia were those at
Augst, including three gigantic opulent baths 1500 m2, 3000 m2 and 4560 m2 in size,
respectively (Staehelin 475). Of Aventicum's baths the best known are the Flavian baths
in the En Perruet quarter. Here the archaeologist discovers much evidence of the special
favor of the imperial house enjoyed by Aventicum. Like the imperial baths in Rome,
both the walls and floors of these baths were covered with pure white marble. The floors
were decorated with intricate mosaics of classical inspiration. These public baths were
divided into two sections, one for male, the other for female bathers. The water for the
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tepidarium and caldarium was heated by a system of hypocausts beneath the floors
(Staehelin 473). The baths of insula 18 were particularly remarkable for the size of their

tepidarium and their sumptuous marble wall facings.
Aventicum's residential buildings (insulae) are among the most unique Roman
structures discovered in Switzerland. More than forty such insulae have already been
excavated there, making this site the richest source of information about Gallo-Roman
domestic life in the entire country (Stillwell 131). As in the case of Lousonna, a great
mystery veils our knowledge of the true extensiveness and ornateness of ancient
Aventicum. The conclusions drawn from the excavated insulae there rest upon the study
of only a tiny part of the entire urban ensemble (Ducrey 73). So many of the city's
original original buildings have vanished that it will be impossible ever to reconstruct
with complete accuracy the ancient Roman urbs. Hence while Aventicum's insula ·16,
to be considered next, is an especially impressive example of High Roman classical
architecture, it is certainly possible that the ancient city boasted even more luxurious
residences which have entirely disappeared. Insula 16 is located to the northeast of
Aventicum's main forum; this city block was purchased during Vespasian's reign by an
unknown wealthy person who had built there a beautiful residence in the classical
Italianate manner. This home's rooms were organized around a central atrium, bordered
by a continuous peristyle and planted with exotic flowers and shrubbery. The house's
decor and furnishings were consistent with its elegant architecture. The floors were
inscribed with ornate mosaics, the walls painted in rich hues with vibrant frescoes, and
the rooms decorated with pottery, statuary and gold and silver plate imported from Italy.
This structure is extremely important in that it represents the best known example of a
genuine Roman town house in Switzerland.

Roman Helvetia Appraised
In concluding our study of the golden age of Roman Helvetia, it is appropriate
to direct the reader's attention to the exceptional quality of the Gallo-Roman art prevalent
in this region of Europe. The reader should first be aware that Gallo-Roman art was
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"Head of Minerva"
Reproduced by permission of Le Mus~ Romain d' Avenches,
Avenches, Switzerland
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generally distinguished from art in other Roman provinces by the exceptional frequency
of its representations of scenes from daily life (Mommsen 115). Several art historians
have recognized in the uniqueness of this ancient Gallo-Roman artistic styie the origins
of the fundamental peculiarities distinguishing northern European art from Italian art
during the Middle Ages (Dopsch, Foundations 54). However, the researcher observing
the thousands of Gallo-Roman mosaics and wall paintings discovered in Switzerland is
impressed by the considerable attention accorded by the ancient Helvetian artists to
traditional classical Graeco-Roman themes. While there are, to be sure, many examples
in Roman Helvetian art of the rustic, mundane subjects typical of the art of ancient Gaul,
Helvetian art is distinguished from that of the neighboring Gallic provinces by the greater
abundance of its Graeco-Roman mythological and urban motifs. More than half of the
Roman mosaics and murals discovered in Switzerland present such motifs. The most
famous Roman mosaics in the country, those at Orbes and the recently discovered mosaic
of Vellon in the canton of Fribourg, both exemplify this thematic principle pervading
Roman Helvetian art. The mosaics at Orbes depict numerous episodes from GraecoRoman mythology such as Theseus and the Minotaur and various deities of the Roman
pantheon, while the mosaic of Vellon illustrates vivid scenes from the venatio, the hunt
staged in Roman amphitheaters for the spectators' diversion (Szegedy-Maszak 52). We
have already drawn the reader's attention to the presence of such classically inspired art
even in the simple Helvetian vici. He will recall the frieze representing Jupiter's struggle
with the Titans from the facade of the temple in Lousonna's forum and the mural
depicting the chariot race in the villa at nearby Pully. .At Aventicum this aspect of
Roman Helvetian art is especially well represented by hundreds of murals illustrating
Graeco-Roman mythology, for example, a mural depicting the wolf suclcling Romulus
and Remus, and by a large quantity of sculpture of classical inspiration, notably a huge
statue of Minerva and a solid gold 13" high bust of Marcus Aurelius. Thus, while the
Helvetian architecture, clothing and customs of the Roman era all betray the Celtic
foundations of Helvetian culture, Helvetia's fine art during this period illuminates the
province's exceptionally intimate aesthetic and spiritual affinity with the classical Roman
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Golden Bust of Marcus Aurelius
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Reproduced by Permission of the Musee Romain d 'Avenches'
Avenches, Switzerland
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civilization of Italy.
The reader will have noted that in our enumeration of the Roman influences upon
Helvetia, we have mentioned only positive contributions. Indeed, with the possible
exception of the dilution of their national sovereignty, there were no negative
consequences of Helvetia's assimilation i_nto the Roman Empire. Even in the political
sphere, the Romans enabled the Helvetians to improve the efficiency of their selfgovernment by providing them with a model of democratic administration and by
establishing the first well organized legislative assemblies (decuriones) in the region. The
Helvetians never could have advanced so quickly in the realms of legislative reform,
public policy and jurisprudence without the security .guaranteed them by the Roman
military garrisons at Nyon, Augst and Vindonissa and without the example of Roman
political institutions such as the consulship, the tribuneship, the quaestorship and ·the
Roman Senate. If membership in the Roman Empire brought such universal benefits to
Helvetia and the other imperial provinces and if the contemplation of the Roman legacy
still excites the veneration of the people of Spain, France, Belgium, Holland, Britain,
Germany and Switzerland, how do we explain the collapse of the western Roman Empire
in the fifth century?

The Fal.l of Roman Helvetia
Gibbon has discerned in his epilogue four principal causes for the ruin of Rome:
the injuries of time and nature; the hostile attacks of the barbarians and the Christians;
the use and abuse of the materials by the Romans; and the Romans' domestic quarrels.
We urge the reader to review with care Gibbon's arguments. Upon consideration of the
reasons for the decline and fall of the Roman Empire from the perspective of our own
research, we advance these four explanations:
(1) After enjoying the long era of exceptionally stable government under the
Flavian and Antonine dynasties (70-180 AD), the Roman Empire suffered in the third
century (192-270 AD) from the anarchy arising from the unstable government of a long
series of short-lived erratic Emperors. A strong Emperor, Diocletian, did finally emerge
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in 285 AD and counteracted this anarchy by initiating a policy of absolute imperial
authority, naming himself all provincial officials. Diocletian's laudable effort to restore
the degenerate Empire had, however, an undesirable negative side effect. The ensuing
centralization and imperial tone of Roman administration in the fourth and fifth centuries
deprived the provinces of the political autonomy to which they had long been accustomed
and which had been the secret of the Pax Romana 's unprecedented suc~s.
(2) The Roman legions in northern Europe, which had so valiantly defended the
Rhine and Danube frontiers until the death of Marcus Aurelius (180 AD), had become
largely Germanized by the third century. During this •era Germans reached the highest
positions not only in the Roman army but also in the Empire's administration (Dopsch,

Foundations 52). The most famous of these was Alaric the Goth, who served as a
Roman officer before directing the sack of Rome in 410 AD. Professor Charles Kingsley
of Oxford University has pointed out that enlisting Teutons in the Roman army was a
suicidal policy, for by that method the Romans were teaching the Teuton all the military
science he needed to know in order to obliterate the Roman way of life. "Thus the
inroads of barbarians from without were reinforced by the growth of barbarism within
the Empire" (Moore 242).
(3) The Roman imperial government failed to take advantage of the opportunity
for the creation of a truly free world market. Although ·Roman citizens were free to
travel anywhere within · the Empire and although they did exercise this privilege
frequently during the first two centuries after Christ, each province of the Empire tended
to become more and more self-sufficient in the third and fourth centuries (Munro 9).
There was consequently little incentive for international trade in the Late Empire.
Moreover, the Roman ar.istocracy was barred from commerce.

Thus the State forced

them to divert their capital from commercial enterprises to investments in land and
encouraged the tendency to build up the great estates characteristic of the Late Empire.
By the fourth century most of the Empire's rural population lived on such large estates,
and these estates were responsible for most of the Empire's agricultural production. The
prevalence of these highly self-sufficient estates further discouraged trade. Thus ensued
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a decline of commerce: Gaul and Helvetia no longer profited from being a part of the
same empire as Italy. Most men no longer derived any economic benefits from their
citizenship in the Roman world state, and this explains the indifference to the Empire's
fate among provincials which is such a striking feature of the fourth and fifth centuries.
(4) The most serious consequence of this economic decline was the loss of the
independence of the provincial civitates during the Late Empire. Taxpayers' resources
were completely exhausted by the fifth century. Whereas the third century Germanic
invasions were marked by the burial of countless boxes of treasure by refugees,
discoveries of simil

buried treasure dating from the fifth century are rare (Musset 181).

Like the taxpayers, the governments of the regional civitates had become bankrupt by 300
AD, and the central government in Rome had to interfere more and more in local affairs
(Munro 6). Thus the exceptionally high autonomy of the Helvetian colonies and vici,
which had accounted for Helvetia's cordial reception of Roman government during the

Pax, Romana, disappeared in the fourth century and was replaced after Diocletian's
reforms by the bureaucratic administration of centralized provincial dioceses whose
principal purpose was the collection of taxes and the maintenance of public order. The
countryside of Gaul and Helvetia during this period was characterized by large, absentee
land ownership and the presence of a servile Germanic and Celtic labor force whose
bondage stemmed from the imperial tax law (Goffart 35). In sum, the spirit of public
patriotism, individual participation in local political affairs, individual pride in the
Empire's accomplishments, and interprovincial unity, so pronounced during the reigns
of Trajan, Hadrian and Marcus Aurelius, was dissipated in the fourth century by the loss
of provincial political liberties and economic prosperity resulting from the general
bankruptcy within the Empire.
The above were the general causes of the decline of the Roman Empire, and
naturally these universal social ills impaired the quality of life in Roman Helvetia.
However, any attempt to explain the collapse of Roman culture in Helvetia must take into
consideration a fifth factor which affected exclusively the regions immediately south and
west of the Rhine: the triple invasion of Gaul and Helvetia by the Alemanni, Goths and
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Franks in the mid third century. The initial onslaught, led by the Alemanni in 259 AD
during the reign of Gallienus, was directed explicitly upon Helvetia. 6 Helvetia was the
first European province of the Empire to experience a systematic invasion by a barbaric
nation. In addition, this Alemannic invasion of 259 was one of the most savage in the
history of the Germanic wars with the Empire. The Alemanni were the fiercest of the
west German tribes; they were also the tribe most feared by the Franks (Wallace-Hadrill
71). Nor was this invasion of 259 an anomalous event: the Alemannic depredations of
Helvetia continued unabated during the two decades between 260 and 280 AD. Despite
the Emperor Probus' conquest of the Germans in Gaul and his expedition into the heart
of Germany to subjugate the barbarians,7 the Alemanni continued to disturb the peace of
their terrified Helvetian neighbors. Even as late as 298 AD large regions of Helvetia
were victimized by yet another violent invasion.

In fact, exceptionally devastating

Alemannic invasions of Helvetian and Gallic territories recurred in 328, 350, 352 and
353 AD. The terrible threat to Gaul and Helvetia posed by this particular Germanic tribe
was finally somewhat mitigated by Emperor Julian's victory over the Alemanni at
Strasbourg in 357.
Much evidence testifies to the terror associated with these early Alemannic
invasions. The proximity and danger of the Alemanni are first noted in Roman annals
in 213 AD (Walser 46). In the same year the Emperor Caracalla began the extensive
repair and improvement of the highways leading through Helvetia and Rhaetia to the
Rhine. That the Roman government was extremely concerned by the Alemannic threat
is indicated by the more intensive Roman troop movements on the highways leading to
the Rhine between 230 and 250 AD, the years immediately preceding the first great
Alemannic invasion of the Empire. The intensification of the Roman military operations
in the region at this time is proven by the increasing frequency of the repairs of the roads
worn out by excessive military traffic, attested by numerous Roman milestones referring
to these activities recently discovered in Switzerland (Walser 40). In addition, hundreds
of troves of buried treasure dating from the periods 260-280 and 351-357, discovered all
over Switzerland, bear tacit witness to the feelings of perpetual insecurity and fear
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experienced by the Helvetian population during this chaotic era (Meyer, z.eit, i 81-85).
Further evidence of the ·unprecedented destructiveness of the Alemannic invasions
of Helvetia between 260 and 357 is provided by numerous eyewitness reports. Many of
the documents of the third and fourth centuries speak of the lands barren and deserted in
the wake of the Alemannic and Frankish invasions. We are told by eyewitnesses that
Helvetia had relapsed at this time into a state of waste (Boisonnade 11). We know that
Aquae Sextiae (Baden), Helvetia's main resort city on the Rhine, was destroyed thrice
during this period (Martin 12). The Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus, travelling
through Aventicum in the late fourth century, describes only the devastated ruins of the
once beautiful city.
Indeed, of all the Helvetian cities, Aventicum suffered the most reckless
destruction at the hands of the Alemanni. The descendants of these ancient Alemanni
have ·created in Switzerland a state dedicated to the humanization and education of
mankind, but their ancient Alemannic ancestors displayed the most inexcusable ignorance
and cruelty when they captured and pillaged Aventicum. Unlike Alaric's sack of Rome,
which respected the Christian churches and temples, the Alemannic sack of Aventicum
in 259 AD involved all quarters of the Helvetian capital in indiscriminate destruction.
Neither private nor public buildings nor holy temples were spared. We possess hundreds
of pieces of evidence proving the awful brutality of this event. Two examples will
suffice to alert the reader to the catastrophic nature of this particular urban calamity.
Excavations of the site have discovered the cornices of several temples whose stones and
bas reliefs are in a state of remarkable freshness, which can only be explained by their
having been hurled from a great height and embedded for centuries in the earth, thus
protecting them from the erosion of the elements. Although the barbarians generally left
the Roman monuments intact and contented themselves with the looting of their interior
treasures, it is obvious that at Aventicum the Alemanni literally pulled down some of the
buildings. Secondly, we owe the survival of Aventicum's most valuable relic, the golden
bust of Marcus Aurelius, only to its hasty concealment in the sewer of the Temple of
Mars-Cigognier by the temple's guardians. Only the most extreme terror and surprise
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could have prompted these ancient Helvetian priests, as the Alemannic warriors pounded
unexpectedly and fiercely upon the temple's doors, to select such a ludicrous and
ignominious hiding place for the Emperor's bust in a city renowned for its veneration of
the imperial house.
Helvetia was not the only province to suffer from this primitive Germanic
barbarism in the third century. Shortly after the initial attack upon Helvetia by the
Alemanni, a second wave of Frankish invaders poured into Gaul. During the cataclysmic
years 275-276 AD hordes of Germans swept across Gaul, destroying sixty towns and
countless villas.

Only fortified cities, such as Tr~ves, Autun, Lyon and Narbonne,

escaped. Paris itself was destroyed (Funck-Brentano 181). After this series of disasters,
only the energetic efforts of Probus and Diocletian succeeded in pushing the Germans
back across the Rhine into Germany. Yet by now the process of Germanization of the
Roman Empire was inevitable. During the course of their infiltration into Helvetia and
Gaul, the Germans had had the opportunity to assess personally both the Empire's wealth
and weakness, and they were to forget neither.
We have offered the self-sufficiency of the provinces as one explanation for the
stagnation and bankruptcy of the Roman economy during the third century. Clearly the
awful social chaos ensuing from these Germanic invasions exacerbated the Empire's
general economic disintegration. Documents of the period show us agricultural land
going out of cultivation in every part of the Roman world (Wallace-Hadrill 10). Between

250 and 300 AD a steadily growing inflation and the crises associated with the barbarian
invasions gradually extinguished classical antiquity (Meyer, Altenum 38).

When

Diocletian and his successors revived the Empire in the fourth century, it was radically
centralized and reorganized; it had lost its former classical aesthetic brilliance and
propensity for democracy.
In the case of Helvetia, the sluggishness of the third century economy, coupled
with the devastation by the barbarians, resulted in the evacuation of the original Helvetian
vici and cities. While small groups did continue to inhabit certain sections of the old

towns, the majority of Helvetians moved their businesses and residences to nearby
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fortified hilltops for protection against future Germanic attacks.

Thus the medieval

centers of many Swiss cities occupy a hilltop or are enclosed by a late Roman wall, while
the city's original Roman site is located on the adjacent plain. This is the case for
Lausanne, Geneva, Augst, Basel and Avenches.
Although Probus' and Diocletian's reforms were able to prolong a healthy GalloRoman urban culture in Gaul and Spain well into the fifth century, they were never able
to restore Roman grandeur to Helvetia. Helvetia is unique among the Roman European
provinces of the fourth century for the stark contrast between its appearance before the
Alemannic invasions and its appearance after that cataclysm. Not only had most Swiss
urban centers changed their location; they had also radically changed their urban design.
In the place of the former spacious Roman cities there now arose small fortresses with
narrow dark streets, hidden behind high thick walls. In some instances, these newer
cities were even smaller than old Aventicum's public squares. The spaciousness and
illumination of antiquity had yielded to the brooding solemnity of the Middle Ages:

Yet the consequences of the continuous enemy attacks were awful.
Everywhere in the excavations the destructiveness of these years is
evident. All large and small towns in Switzerland north of the Alps
including Augusta Raurica seem to have been destroyed and were not
reconstructed according to their former plan. Moreover, apparently all
of the many hundreds of Roman estates which covered the countryside
had gone up in smoke. Naturally, life survived even after these
upheavals, and the destroyed towns arose once more either on the same
spot or nearby, but the difference between the two eras is huge. Instead
of open, spacious cities with wide, straight streets, their monuments and
luxurious squares and all kinds of public buildings, the baths, theaters,
amphitheaters, temples, colonnaded halls, basilicas, the large, richly
adorned private residences, there now arose on the tiniest spots small
towns composed of buildings crowded together, which were concealed
behind gloomy city walls. (Meyer, 7.eit, i.82; author's translation)

Regrettably, the preceding paragraphs provide a highly accurate image of the
transition from classical Helvetia to medieval Switzerland. We must, however, qualify
our negative assessment of the Alemannic invasions by stressing their anomalous
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character within the realm of Germania.

As mentioned earlier, the Alemanni were

regarded as the fiercest of the Germanic tribes, much feared by their own Germanic
neighbors. It is not within the scope of the present study to consider the numerous tribes
of Germania in late antiquity. For the sake of justice, however, we must point out that
the majority of the tribes of western Germania did enjoy friendly relations with their
Roman neighbors. The Hermanduri in southern Germany were an extraordinarily passive
and good natured people who traded frequently with the province of Rhaetia. After their
defeat by Marcus Aurelius, the Marcomanni, a tribe along the Danube, settled on the
estates of Roman landowners in Rhaetia and Noricum and contributed to the Empire's
agricultural prosperity. So confident were the Romans in the stability of their entente
with these Germanic peoples that the Roman armies of the Rhine and the Danube were
reduced to half their former size during Marcus Aurelius' reign.
The traditional image of the axe-wielding cruel heathen Teutonic warrior
hammering away at the northern gates of the Roman Empire is in fact largely a myth.
Tacitus' description of Germania is more reliable. This Roman historian of the first
century contrasts the Germans' admirable customs with Rome's degenerate civilization.
According to Tacitus, no nation treated strangers with more hospitality than did Germania
(Germany 719).

Archaeology further now confirms that, throughout central Europe,

agriculture is not two thousand years old, as previously believed, but rather dates back
to the third millennium before Christ. Agriculture was not a branch of civilization which
appeared in northern Europe with the advent of the Romans; the pre-Roman Germanic
agrarian system was more highly developed than used to be supposed (Dopsch,

Foundations 32). All the ancient Germans practiced sedentary agriculture. They lived
apart; every person surrounded his dwelling with an open space. They avoided the use
of stone and tile and preferred timber for all construction. They united with other
Germanic tribes only during times of emergency, and the region of ancient Germania was
characterized by great diversity (Goffart 25). Indeed, the phenomenon of German unity
dates back only to the ninth century AD.
The exceedingly important research of Georg Waitz and Paul Roth has proven
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that the ancient Germans were ruled by law, thus dispelling the myth of the anarchy of
the early medieval Germanic kingdoms. According to Waitz, the tribal council (Gau)
contained within itself all law and all authority proceeded from it (Dopsch, Foundations
15). Roth has demonstrated that the basis of the tribal German state was its national
council, which represented sovereign power. Roth believes that the Germanic tribes were
assimilated by the conquered peoples within the Empire. Roman provincials became free
associates within the Frankish kingdom. Unlike the Romans, the Germans gave to the
conquered peoples of Gaul the same legal rights as the conquerors (Dopsch, Foundations
16). Both thereby contradicted and undermined the older hypothesis of the Germanic
enslavement of the Gallo-Roman population.
We must further stress that the initial Germanic invasions of the Roman Empire
in the third century were not prompted by any inherent Germanic aggressiveness or
premeditated malice but were necessitated by the pressure exerted upon the Franks, Suevi
and Goths by the Huns, sweeping into western Europe from the Russian steppes.
Thereby was set in motion a chain reaction of ineluctable Germanic migrations westward.
Even the dastardly Alemannic invasion of Helvetia in 259 was motivated not by
premeditated Alemannic malice but rather precisely by the pressure exerted upon the
Alemanni by the Huns.
Scholarship also discerns a major discrepancy between the two phases of
Germanic invasions in the third and the fifth centuries. While the vast migration of
millions of Germans across the frozen Rhine in 406 was temporarily disastrous for
Roman Gaul, Helvetia and Italy, this latter invasion did not interrupt urban life anything
like those of the third century had done (Musset 197). Although the Germanic migration
of 406 began with much wanton destruction in Gaul and the sack of Rome itself in 410
by the Visigoths, this late migratory phase concluded with the successful assimilation of
the Franks, Burgundians and Visigoths into Gallic life, the establishment of a Vandal
kingdom in Africa, and the incorporation of the Ostrogoths into the Italian state. The
earlier Alemannic invasions of Helvetia between 260 and 357, and the Frankish invasions
of Gaul between 268 and 278, on the other hand, had been vicious onslaughts,
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characterized by indiscriminate vandalism and the hasty retreats of the transient and
unrepentant aggressors into the German forests.
Further complicating the evaluation of the fourth and fifth century Germanic
invasions is the division of historians into two camps concerning the issue. There are
first those historians who espouse the view that these latter invasions were catastrophic,
annihilating classical antiquity, plunging Europe into the Dark Ages. They find much
evidence supporting their point of view in hundreds of accounts written by reliable
eyewitnesses, including St. Jerome, Prosper of Aquitaine, Sidonius Apollinarious, the
Bishop of Auch, Ammianus Marcellinus. St. Augustine and Pope Gregory I. In the eyes
of these men of the fourth and fifth centuries, the Germanic invasions brought widespread
devastation to western Europe. This negative assessment of the Germanic migrations was
disseminated by the Renaissance Humanists as well as by Montesquieu and Voltaire
during the French Enlightenment, to such an extent that "Goth" and "Vandal" became
synonymous with criminals who had no respect for property and no sense of ethics.
Opposing these catastrophists is a second group of historians, principally from German
universities, who have provided a vast amount of evidence proving the continuity between
the late Roman empire and the early medieval Germanic kingdoms. The truth lies in the
synthesis of these two schools of thought.

While it is correct that the Germanic

destruction of western Europe between 406 and the second sack of Rome by the vandals
in 455 was dreadful, it is equally true that this destruction was not permanent and that
in many cases the Germanic conquerors helped to repair and to rebuild the same cities,
towns and estates in Gaul, Spain and Italy which they had earlier destroyed. Like the
apostle Paul on the road to Damascus, these Germanic invaders were converted to the
Roman way of life they had previously persecuted by the beauty and prosperity they
discovered in the erstwhile Roman provinces.
The most eminent German scholar defending this more positive evaluation of the
Germanization of Roman Europe, Alphons Dopsch, points out that the continuity of
development between Roman and medieval Europe may be traced everywhere (Dopsch,
Agrarian Economy 94). Dopsch has further stressed that the Germans' entry into the
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Roman system brought humane innovations which relieved the Gallo-Roman small
farmers and tenants from the oppression of the large Roman estates. Fiscal policy in the
late Empire, concerned only with securing the highest possible taxes to cure the ills of
the desperately bankrupt state, had delivered the farmers of the provincial estates into the
power of these estates' owners. This unjust and tyrannical system disappeared in the new
Germanic order, for in the Germanic kingdoms the free tenants had in their public
officials, the counts, protection against illegal oppression. The administration of all
private domains was under the control of the new kingdom's king and his officials.
Corroborating this positive assertion of continuity between Roman and Germanic
Europe are the following points. First, after their propensity for barbarism had spent
itself during the initial decades of their settlement in Gaul, Spain and Italy, the Germanic
settlers adapted to Roman culture in a lawful and civilized way. After living as migrating
nomads, by the late fifth century most of the Germanic peoples who penetrated western
Europe simply wished to settle down and find work (Latouche 90). One notes in all the
Germanic kingdoms that the new governments were in certain respects only continuations
of the former imperial government. All preserved common Roman institutions, although
each German kingdom did have its peculiar traits (Halphen 28). The great Roman
monuments of Gaul, Spain and Italy were especially much admired by the Germanic
conquerors, and as Gibbon reminds us in his epilogue, it was not the barbari but rather
the barberini (the Popes and the Cardinals in medieval and Renaissance Rome) who
dismantled the great edifices of the Empire's capital in order to build their palaces and
churches. Secondly, many of the Germanic rulers continued to reside in the Roman

praetoria still in good condition in the cities throughout Spain, Gaul, Germany and Italy,
and in these same cities the Germanic municipal councils continued to hold sessions in
the old Roman basilicas. Many a piazza, grande place and Hauptplatz reminds us of the
Roman organization of their cities around a central forum.

Thirdly, the artistic

adornment of early Frankish pottery derives from patterns in vogue in the Empire
(Dopsch, Foundations 69), and the street plans of many cities in France, Germany and
Switzerland still trace the plan of the original Roman urbs.
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Fourthly, in the legal sphere the Roman legacy to the Germanic kingdoms is
clear.

The first code of Visigothic law, the Codex Eurici (470-480 AD) and the

Burgundian legal code of King Gundobad (501-515 AD) include a massive amount of
Roman law (Musset 209).

Even the incorrigible Alemannis' law code, the Pactus

Alamannorum, borrowed something from Roman canon law, although this document was
admittedly more influenced by Salic and Gothic law (Musset 210).
judicial codes were often sensitive to the Roman heritage.

The Germanic

The Burgundian King

Gundobad' s Loi Gombette guaranteed the protection of the property of former Roman
citizens (Drack, i.122), and the remarkable Edict of Theodoric, forbidding the spoilation
of Roman property and the oppression of Roman citizens, impresses the reader by its
veneration for the humanity and divineness of law (Kingsley 115).

Clearly,

jurisprudence, the flower of classical antiquity, planted fertile seeds in the Germanic
kingdoms. Fifthly, preserving the continuity of life from Roman to medieval Europe was
the well organized system of settlement of the various barbarian newcomers. The law
most important for the history of Germanic settlement after the fifth century invasions
was: hospitalitas. This term refers to the assignment of part of each Roman rural estate
to a small military or family group of barbarians, whose need for food and shelter was
thus satisfied. The system was conservative and respected the primary rights of the
Roman landowners. It prevented the confiscation of property and useless violence. If
the barbarian was sensible, he would be interested in the efficient exploitation of the soil
in whose fruits he had a share (Musset 214). The great advantage of hospitalitas was that
it gave the barbarians the land essential for their subsistence. Nevertheless, in the long
run the system certainly worked to the advantage of the Romans: dispersed in small
groups and integrated into the Roman agrarian organization, the Germans were
assimilated much more easily. Hospitalitas was thus a powerful aid for the Germanic
assimilation into the Roman world.

Hospitalitas was extended to five peoples: the

Visigoths, the Burgundians, the Ostrogoths, the Alans and the Vandals (Musset 215).
The Romans deemed the Goths, Vandals and Burgundians especially worthy of such
special favor, for these three Germanic kingdoms were unusually loyal to the classical
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social system: they preserved the social hierarchy just as it had been under the Late
Empire (Musset 222). The Visigoths and Burgundians in particular derived exceptional
benefits from the system of hospitalitas, the Visigoths thereby receiving two-thirds of the
land in southern Gaul, the Burgundians thereby receiving two-thirds of the land in
western Switzerland.
Lastly, the transition from antiquity into the Middle Ages was considerably
smoothed by the mollifying influences of the Christian Church.

The Christian

ecclesiastical structure was the only organic remnant of the Roman Empire in Europe
after the Germanic invasions. The Church claimed privileges and lands granted to it by
past Roman emperors.

This fact made its interest to perpetuate Roman law and to

introduce such law as far as possible among the Germanic conquerors, and on the whole
the Church succeeded (Kingsley 200). The new Germanic settlers, all of whom had
converted to Christianity soon after their great migration of 406, were only too eager to
prove their devotion to the new faith by granting its ministers' requests.

Ecclesia

expressed its gratitude most loudly to the orthodox Catholic Franks, while expressing its
gratitude with more reservation to the equally generous unorthodox Arian Visigoths,
Burgundians and Vandals (Musset 185). Thus municipal and territorial power quickly
passed from the hands of the former Roman magistrates to the new Catholic bishops and
the stage was set for the strife between bishops and kings for hegemony in northern
Europe, a struggle which would dominate the politics of the Middle Ages. To the credit
of the Church, we must state that its sincere message of compassion and brotherhood did
accelerate the assimilation and humanization of the new Germanic kingdoms.
Western Switzerland exemplifies the continuity between Roman and Germanic
civilization. This region was settled in the early fifth century by the Burgundians, the
most Romanophile of the Germanic peoples. Indeed, they made the Gallo-Roman city
· of Geneva their capital. Of all the barbarian states, the Burgundian kingdom adapted
itself best to Romanized urban life (Musset 65). Establishing themselves at Geneva in
443, the first Burgundian kings resided in the Romanpraetorium there. King Gundobad
even restored Geneva's Roman walls. Under Burgundian rule Lausanne flourished on
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and around the hilltop late Roman castrum where it had relocated.

In general the

Burgundians were careful preservers of the Roman monuments; the Roman ruins in the
Burgundian city of Autun are among the best preserved in Europe. Although Aventicum
had been considerably demolished by the Alemanni in 259, the Burgundians left its ruins
intact.

If so little remains on the site of Aventicum today, it is because of the

carelessness of the eighteenth and nineteenth century Swiss government, which used large
quantities of the remaining Roman stones there for road construction. Far from abusing
the former Roman citizens of western Helvetia, the new Burgundian kingdom's treatment
of the Gallo-Romans was the most liberal and compassionate in fifth century Europe.
Burgundian law abolished the prohibition of marriage between Romans and Burgundians,
and the two populations fused completely. Burgundian law also allowed Roman citizens
to follow a military career.

By the end of Gundobad's reign in 516, Romans and

Burgundians were legally equal.
By contrast, Switzerland east of the Saane, settled by the Alemanni in the fifth
and sixth centuries, demonstrates the flagrant exception to the rule of continuity between
late Roman and early medieval Germanic culture. The Alemanni were culturally inferior
to the Burgundians. They were the black sheep in the family of Germanic tribes. They
had no interest in or appreciation for the Gallo-Roman culture they discovered in
northern and eastern Helvetia.

In addition, unlike the Burgundians, the Alemanni

remained pagans at the time of their settlement of Helvetia and were woefully lacking in
Christian compassion.

What they had not destroyed during their first invasion of

Helvetia in the third century, they now destroyed in the fifth and sixth centuries. The
Alemannic settlement of eastern Switzerland was in fact a military conquest, the original
Gallo-Roman population being compelled to flee southward into the Alps. Unlike the
Roman conquest, which had been a purely political and cultural assimilation, the
Alemannic conquest of Switzerland exterminated not only the Gallo-Roman but also the
underlying Celtic culture in the country. With the exception of occasional town names
ending in 'wil', reminiscent of the former Roman villas, vestiges of Roman and Celtic
culture are exceedingly rare in eastern Switzerland.
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"The Bacchus of Aventicum"
Reproduced by Permission of Le Mus6e Romain d' Avenches,
Avenches, Switzerland
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Indeed, considering the unrivalled destructiveness of the two phases of the
Alemannic invasion of Switzerland, the thoughtlessness of the Helvetians during the late
Roman Empire in using the stone from the original Roman cities to build the walls of
newer nearby cities such as Geneva, Lausanne and Augst, and the carelessness of the
Swiss road engineers who quarried extensively the remaining stones at the Roman urban
sites, we wonder that Swiss museums and archaeologists have managed to preserve the
few artifacts from the Roman period which we presently possess. The loss of so much
of the Roman Helvetian heritage is undoubtedly one of the great tragedies of European
history.
Roman Helvetia' s cultural and aesthetic greatness did not lie in the gargantuan
quality of its arts and architecture, as did the cultural greatness of Roman Spain, Gaul,
Greece and Italy. The cultural and aesthetic importance of Roman Helvetia was to be
found rather in the incomparable beauty and gracefulness of its mural paintings, mosaics,
and statuary, which tended to be small scale; in the symmetrical perfection of its
architecture, profoundly influenced by the principles of Vetruvius; and in its unique
fusion of the best aspects of Roman and Celtic art, craftsmanship and civilization.
Unfortunately, because the majority of the Roman Helvetian objets d'art were relatively
small, not only did their golden lustre and fine workmanship excite the curiosity and
rapacity of the Alemannic invaders, but they could also be easily stolen and transported
by these Alemannic vandals. The serious archaeologist must therefore seek outside
Switzerland for additional examples of genuine Roman Helvetian artifacts. We know,
for instance, that after their sack of Aventicum in 259, the Alemanni hastily plundered
northern Italy. We also know that their stay in Italy was quite brief; surprised by the
Roman army, they retired into Germany with equal baste, bearing much plunder. By
following the trail of this Alemannic expedition from Aventicum to Ravenna, then
northward back into Germany, the archaeologist should discover in museums en route
vestiges of the missing and stolen Helvetian treasures.
While the Landesmuseum in Zurich does display exhibits of miniature models of
certain Roman Helvetian buildings and villas, Switzerland does not yet possess anything
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comparable to the Italian Gismondi's reconstruction of the entire urban center of ancient
Rome.

Any similar reconstructions of ancient Geneva, Nyon, Augusta Raurica or

Aventicum would be most welcome and useful to students of ancient Swiss history .8
In conclusion, we wish to draw the reader's attention to the deplorable lack of
full scale reconstructions of the ancient Roman buildings and monuments. This is not a
particularly Swiss but rather a general European problem. The governments of Italy,
France, Britain, Germany and Switzerland have made admirable progress in recent years
in the partial restoration of their ancient Roman monuments. However, nowhere in
Europe has any government undertaken the total reconstruction of a single Roman
edifice, apparently fearing the loss of historical authenticity. Would not a few complete
architectural reconstructions be far more interesting to the student and to the tourist than
the present dismal and depressing ruins at deserted excavation sites? The Romans were
the master architects of history. The people of the twenty-first century deserve to see and
to visit , the ancient Roman buildings in their original sublime splendor.

Were

contemporary architects and engineers to reconstruct exactly the Temple of Castor and
Pollux, the House of the Vestal Virgins and the Temple of Saturn in the old Forum
Romanum in Rome, the Palace of Tiberius on the Palatine Hill, the Basilica of Lousonna,
and the Temple of Mars-Cigognier at Aventicum, they would provide an inexhaustible
source of aesthetic information for architects, artists, students and tourists from around
the globe. The Roman urbes and vici crumbled into dust more than a millennium ago.
At present they live only in the minds and books of scholars and archaeologists, in
textbook illustrations and in Hollywood sets for certain films. May they rise again in situ
at their original locations across Europe for the tourist's enjoyment and take their rightful
place on Europe's cultural landscape.
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NOTES
1

1 wish to express my special gratitude to Mrs. Adelheid Schilt, a graduate

student in the Department of German at the University of Lausanne.

Without the

numerous books and articles which Mrs. Schilt sent to me from Switzerland, at her own
expense, this research would never have been possible.
Secondly, I wish to thank Miss Lorena Renario of Palmyra, Pennsylvania, an
Italian-American descendant of the ancient Romans, who has been extremely helpful to
me during these early years of my career.
Thirdly, I wish to acknowledge my great debt to the director Samuel Bronston
and the cast of his 1964 film The Fall of the Roman Empire, in particular Sir Alec
Guinness, Mr. Christopher Plummer, Mr. Stephen Boyd, Mr. James Mason and Mrs.
Sophia Loren. Their superb performances and the film's magnificent sets inspired me,
a child of ten in Laurinburg, North Carolina, to pursue the study of Latin and to major
in European languages and history at Davidson College.
Fourthly, I acknowledge with the deepest gratitude the staffs of the following
Swiss museums: Le Musoo Romain d 'Avenches, Le Musoo Romain de Lausanne-Vidy,
Le Musoo de Pully, Romerstadt Augusta Raurica, and Le Musoo Cantonal des Beaux Arts
in Lausanne. In addition, I must acknowledge the great helpfulness of Mrs. Dominique
Guisan and her staff at the Editions Payot in Lausanne. All these individuals provided
indispensable assistance in the collection of the photographs used to illustrate this
research.
Finally, I dedicate this article to the venerable mentor of all modem historians,
Edward Gibbon, who wrote his magnum opus 1he Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
while residing in Lausanne.
2

Although Switzerland was technically divided into five Roman provinces and

Helvetia's technical name was Belgica, I decided to use the term Helvetia to describe
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ancient Roman Switzerland because of its spiritual value.

The term Belgica is

meaningless to most modern Swiss, who identify more with the ancient Helvetians. The
Latin name for Switzerland, which still appears on many Swiss stamps and coins, is
Helvetia.
3

Gibbon informs us that the entire Roman army consisted of only 450,000 men,

about the size of Louis XIV's army in seventeenth century France (Chapter 1, 14).
4

Gaul was the first province outside Italy to be honored with Senatorial

representation in Rome, following Claudius' appeal to the Roman Senate to admit Gallic
Senators in 48 AD.
5The Helvetians' preference for wood is a perennial feature of Swiss architecture.
Competing with brick and stone construction during the Roman imperial period, wood
craftsmanship was developed extensively in Switzerland after the collapse of the Roman
Empire. Some of the most famous Swiss landmarks are wooden structures, for example
Lausanne's medieval wooden stairs and Luzern's wooden covered bridge.
6

Gibbon is strangely silent about the Alemannic invasion of Switzerland in 259

AD.
7

Gibbon tells us that Probus displayed the Roman eagles on the banks of the Elbe

and the Neckar, and that Germany was astonished by his presence (Chapter 10, 85).
8

The Petite Elite Miniature Museum in Los Angeles displays small scale models

of some famous Roman interiors, for instance, the triclini1:1m (dining room) of the Domus
Augustana (royal palace) on the Palatine Hill.
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